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JanSCHMID'r 

ı. l'ntre.duction 

Aitbeugh hy the late eighteenth c~ntury the territory occupied by the 
Ottoman Empire had been shrinking for at least a century, there was one smail 
area where new outposts were won, or rather reclaimed, for the Sultan. These 
w.ere situated in the north-western part of the Caucasus which had been the 
habitat of the Circassians and Abkhasians si nce time immemorial. 1 Documen
tation on this brief episode is sparse. The sin gl~ most im portant source· is fo und 
in a detailed memcirandum written by Mel)med Haşim Efendi who was an 
eyewitness in loco. He was a seribe who served at .Ieast two pashas, sent out as 
govemors by the Porte, in the capacity of secretary. This source #as for a long 
time mainly known, it seems, from ~n elaborated version found in the Tarib~i 
Cevdet, a famous multi-volume history of the Ottoman Empire, with an ., 
emphasis on contemporary developments, by Al)med Cevdet Paşa (1822-85).-

• 
ı 

2 

University of Leiden 

Cf. Amjad Jaimoukha, The Circassians. A Handbook, Richmond 2001, p. 37. 

See Tiirilj-i Cevdet, revised edition. lU, Istanbul 1303, in particolar pp. 133-209- in the 
following I will refer to this edition; there are also a few sections in later parts of the 
history on events that took place after 1200 (1785) but were only superfıcially covered 
by Haşim Efendi. See also Christoph K. Nuemann, Das indirekte Argıımellt. Ein 

OSMANLI ARAŞTIRMALARI, XXVI (2005). 
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But even this version remained obscure to the few scbolars who occ~pied 
themselves with the episode; it is, for instance, not quoted in Uzunçarşılı's 
History of the Ottoman Empire, for which only archival papers seem to have 
been used.3 lt was, however, summarised and partly quoted at length in the 
second part of a popular work on Circassia by Mehmet Güneş, published in 
Istanbul in 1969.4 By then a catalogue of the Turkish manuscripts in the 
Topkapı Sarayı Library had appeared. In it, a manuscript of Haşim Efendi' s 
work, MS Hazine 1564(i), was deseribed for the first time.5 The manuscript, 
an autograph according to the cataloguer, and possibly offered to the ruling 
Sultan, had already been seen by the scholar Mirza Bala, and was later also 
used by Halil İnalcık and Cemal Gökçe.6 It is dated 27 Cemadil-evvel 1213 (6 
November 1798) in the colophon, but there is no explicit indication that this 
copy was written by the author himself.7 As he explains in the introductory 
seetion to the relevant episode in his History, Cevdet Paşa made use of a copy 
of the work preserved in the library of the poet and former sheikulislam, 'Arif 
I:Iikmet Beg Efendi (d. 1275/1859).8 Unfortunately for us, the library moved to 
the city of Medina with its owner and is now part of the Abdul Aziz Library 
there, not readily accessible to foreign users.9 Fortunately for us thougb, this 
copy, if it stili exists - we do not know as no catalogue of the Turkish MSS of 
this library is available for checking - is not the only other one available. During 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Pliidoyer fiir die Taıı?.lmiit vermittels der Historie. Die Gesclıiclıtliclıe Bedeutımg von 
A(ımed Cevdet Paşas Ta'ri!J, Münster & Hamburg ~992, pp. 32, 200. 

İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Tarihi IV, 1, Ankara 195,6, pp. 564-5, 582-4. 

Evli ya Çelebi ve Haşim Efendi'nin Cerkezista1ı Noılart, pp. 99- 184. The book is quoted 
in Aydın O. Erkan, Tari/ı boyunca Kafkasya, Istanbul 1999, p. 34. 

Fehmi Edhem Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Miiı.esi Kiitiiplıanesiııdeki Tiirkçe Yazmalar 
Kataloğu, Istanbul 1961, p. 315. 

Mirza BaJa, 'Çerkesler', in İslam Ansiklopedisi; HaJil İnalcık,"Çerkes iii", in 
Enclopaedia of Islam, secon~ edi tion; CemaJ Gökçe, Kafkasya ve Osmaıılı İnıperaraıor
luğwıım Kafkasya Siyaseti, Istanbul 1979, extensively for pp. 45-72 and 1 17-23. 

MS Hazine 1564, f. 66a* -I add an aste.risk because the (originaJ) foliation is erroneous 
from 57 (which should have beeo 56) onwards. 

Tiiri!J-i Cevdet III, p. 133. 

Abbas Saleh Tashkandy, A Descriptive Catalogııe of tlıe Histarical Calleetion of the 
Scieııtific Manuscripts at tlıe Library of 'Arif Hikmat hı Medina, Saudi Arabia, 
University of Pinsburgh 1974, p. 12- a Jetter to the librarian of 18 September 2003 
has so far remained unaoswered. 
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cataloguing work in the University Library of Leiden I recently found an other 
manuscript, Cod.Or. 12.829, clearly a draft autograph, of, itappeared to me 
then, the same work. The colophon states that the copy was completed by the 
author, Seyyid Mel)med Haşim, known as Emirzade - his name appears in the 
form of a signature- in 1213 (1798-9), the same year given in the colophon of 
the Topkapı manuscript. Comparing the seripts in the Topkapı and Leiden 
manuscripts, one can conclude that both manuscripts were written by the same 
man, that is Mel)med Haşim Efendi, or perhaps by a copyist in his employ. If 
that is indeed the case - and this seems likely to me - we have two autographs, 
or autographs at one remove, of, apparently, the same work at o ur disposaL 
However, when I began to compare the two texts, it became increasingly clear 
that the texts, apart from the very beginning, differ considerably. The Topkapı 
manuscript is essentially a polisbed version of the draft in the Leiden 
manuscript. The quotations copied by Cevdet Pasa, rather unexpectedly, 
closely resemble those of the Leiden draft version. 

The existenc~ of two autograph (or near-autÇ>graph) versions of 
essentially the same text is quit~ unique and grants us the possibility of looking 
over the shoulder, as it were, of the writer at work, compasing and rearranging 
his text. Moreover, we have a version, the one by Cevdet Paşa, obviously 
adapted to the literary taste of a later generation: Cevdet Paşa did not content 
himself with literally quoting long passages from the manuscript at his disposaL . 
He also seems to have tampered with the language, especially the syntax. This, 
in turn, offers us a possibility of obtaining some insight in to the cbanging style 
and idi om of the Ottoman literary language between the 1 790s and the middle of 
the nineteenth century. Cevdet Paşa' s version was not based only on Mel)med 
Haşim's text; he also added, as he explains himself in the aforementioned 
introductory section, data and passages obtained from other sources: archival 
documents, geographical treatises and oral information. Apart from their 
linguistic and literary aspects, Haşim Efendi's work - Cevdet Paşa qualifıed it 
in the same passage as 'a treasure-trove' (define) which threw new light ön an 
unresolved histarical problem- also provides lively documentation of an areaat 
the farthest periphery of the Ottoman lands. The work is by no means, as one 
might expect of a memorandum, a dull enumeration of administrative facts. 
Haşim Efendi was more than an obscure official at a far outpost of the Empire. 
He was primarily, as is clear from his works, a scholar and man of letters, 
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curious about the world around him, a geographer· and ethnographer, even an 
ethnolinguist, who wrote about the life and· cı:ı.stoms , sometimes the languages, 
of the non-Muslims, or at most, half-Muslims, Circassians and others, whom 
he encountered during his years in the far North-East. 
But before turning to these interesting matters, I will first pay some attention to 
the author and his work. To begin at the beginning, who was Emirzade Seyyid 
Mel)med Efendi? 

2. The Author and His Works 

Not much is known about Haşim Efendi. He is not mentioned by Franz 
Babinger in his dated but still unsurpassed survey of Ottoman historiography .10 

Short articles dedicated to him and his works are found in a few handbooks. 11 

Brusalı Mel)med Tahır mentions that he was bom in Tosya, but from where he 
obtained this jnformation is not indicated. 12 No other information seems to be 
available, apart from what he writes about himself in his works. From his 
remarks, it is clear that he followed a career of a Ietter-writing bureaucrat 
established in Istanbul and elsewhere. In 1183 (1769-70) he was sent from the 
Ottoman headquarters at İshakcı on a ınission to Hotin (Khotyn) .and later 
presented a repqrt to the Imperial Stirrup. At that time he was an assistant clerk, 
balife (kalfa);. to the c.hief secretary, 'nıektübf-i defteri, of the grand vizier. 13 

From the memo~andum it is clear that, as the sparse literatt?Ie also informs us, 
Haşim Efendi accompanied Feral) 'Ali Paşa14 as hls secretary (kö.tib) to 
Soguca.J.ç;15 the present Novorossiysk, a port town on the c.oast of the Black Sea 

lO 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Die Gesclıiclıtsschreiber der Osmanen ıuıd ilıre Werke (GOW), Leipzig 1927. 

Brusalı· Me!Jmed Tahir, 'Oşnıanlı mii'ellijleri III, Istanbul 1342, pp. 162-3; Tiirk Dili 
ve Edebiyati Ansiklopedisi (TDvEA) IV, Istanbul 1981, p. 140 . . 

It is repeated in TDvEA, see previous footnote. 

Cf. MS Hazine 1564(ii), f. 217b. 

See for a brief biography: Mehmed Süreyya. Sicili-i. osmaııf. Osmanlı iinliileri (Nuri 
Akbayar & Seyit Ali Kahraman, eds.), Istanbul 1996, pp. 516-7 (henceforward indicated 
as SO); see also Zübeyde Güneş Yağcı , "Ferah Ali Paşa'nın Soğucak Muhafızlığı 
(1781-1785)", Ondokuz Mayıs Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Yayınlanmamış 
Doktara Tezi, Samsun 1998. 

The name is uncertain and is spelled differently in various sources. It could also be 
Sogucu~. Sogıca~ or even Sogıcu~; even Haşim Efendi seems not to have been sure: 
the second vowel is spelt either as plene wöıv or as plene ya in the texts of the 
memorandum. 
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in the north-westem Caucasus, where the pasha had been appoioted warden 
(mubafiı). This was in 1195 (1780-1). Haşim Efendi explicitly meotions in the 
introductory sentence, which occurs in both the Leiden and Istanbul 
manuscripts, that the memorandum was written by him in his capacity as 
secretary to the pasha. After about two years, 'Ali Paşa moved to 'the newly 
eeconstructed fortified port town of.Anapa farther north, which, because of its 
proximity to the estuary of the Kuban Ri ver, had a greater strategic significance 
for the Ottomans, and it is clear that Haşim Efendi went there with his 
employer. The pasha died in 1099 (1785). Soan afterwards - Haşiİn Efendi did . 
not want to become.involved in the disloyal practices of 'Ali Paşa' s successor 
Bicanoglı 'Ali Paşa16 - he retumed to Istanbul. The tatter was disınissed witbin 
a year and the author let himself be persuaded by his superior - but also his 
tutar (!Jöca) and fellow dervish (pirdaş)- at the Porte, the then amedfEbübekir 
Ratib Efendi (d. 1214/1799),17 to return to Anapa with the next warden, 
İpeklizade Muş~ara Paşa. The tatter remained at his post until the first sack of 
the town in 1205 (1791). 18 How long Haşim Efendi remained at his post or 
when he retumed to Istanbul is unknown, but by the time he was completing 
his memorandum he was certainly back in the Ottoman capital.19 

Haşim Efendi, then, is known to have written two works. Firstly, there is 
the memorandum mentioned above. The work lacks a proper title. I have called 
it a memorandum, 'tafs.rir', because the word occurs in the introductory 
sentence preceding the text, perhaps meant as a heading. The sentence occı:ırs in 
both the Leiden and the Istanbul manuscripts. From this we may conclude that 
the work was written for a grand vizier or, indeed, the Sultan himself, to report 
on the histarical events in the north-western Caucasus and the, rather · 
disturbing, later developments. The fact that a stylistically embellished version 

ı6 

17 

18 

19 

Cf. SO, p. 281. 

Cf. SO, pp. 1360-1. He was bom in Tosya, so he rnay have known Haşi~ Efendi from 
there. 

The pasha was appointed govemorofTrabzon and wardenof Adakale in ı2oı (1786-7), 
cf. SO, p. ı 197, but it seems that during these Iater years Anapa was administered from 
there. According to SO, the pasha becarne involved in the war against the Russians, 
won a battle, and was taken prisoner. Haşim Efendi says he fell in to the hands .of the 
Russians when Anapa surrendered in ı 791, see below. 

This is clear from a refereıice to himself, situated in Istanbul, in the Leiden rnanuscript, 
f. 68a; cf. also below. 
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ended up in the Topkapı Sarayı Library may be an indication of i ts having been 
meant for the Sultan. However, the work is mo re generally knowiı - if we may 
use this word for such a little known text- as 'mecmü 'a', rniscellany, probably 
because of its very rnixed contents. The word occurs twice in annotations in 
blue pencil by areader or owner of the Leiden manuscript.20 It is found again in 
Cevdet Paşa's aforementioned introductory seetion and the work was also 
known as such to B rusalı Mel}med Tabır. Karatay in his catalogue has th.e title 
'Alıviil-i Anapa ve Çerkes', but where he found this title (or wbether be 

' invented it himself) is not indicated. lt does not seem to occur in the Topkapı 
·' manuscript itself. Sources for Haşim Efendi' s memorandum were, apart fi:em 

his own memory and, doubtless, documents that passed through his hands, 
'the writings of AQ.med Cavid' ,21 as be states in the finallines of the Istanbul 
manuscript. These are not further specified. Ai)med Cavid was a state official, 
professional histarian and diligent chronicler of daily events who was interested 
in Caucasian history and wrote about it 22 Haşim Efendi apparently knew him 
personally: in the same sentence in the Topkapı manuscript the author seems to 
suggest that he asked the chronicler for permission to use his writings. Later, in 
1215 (1800-1), the Leiden manuscript came into the possession of the 
historian. Haşim Efendi may have given it to him or bequeathed it to birn upon 
his death. 

Apart from the memorandum, Haşim Efendi wrote a geograpby entitled 
Tu{ıfe-i nigeriit-i midad?3 It is only known from one manuscript, the Topkapı 
Sarayı Library MS Hazine 1564(ii), and is part of the same manuscript that 
contains the memorandum, MS Hazine 1564(i). It is written in the same 
handwriting and, like the memorandum, completed in 1213 (1798-9) -

20 

21 

22 

23 

Cod.Or. 12.829, ff. 2a and lla. 

For' Al).med Cavid and his works, see GOW, pp. 313-5; AbdU1kadir Özcan, "Ahmed 
Cilvid", in Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İsitim Aıısiklopedisi (DİA). He diedin 1218 (1803). 
To whaı extent ~im Efendi depended on this source is a matter for further research. 

Cf. Tiiri!J-i Cevdet III, p. 181. 

Karatay has the word 'nikeriit', which does not seem to eıtist; nekret means 'subtlety of 
genius', so nekriit, also a possible reading, could be understood as 'subtleties' -the word 
is repeatedly found in headings in the work over sections in which the women of certain 
places are discussed, so the quasi-Arabic plural of the Persian niger, short for nigiir, 
'idol' or 'beautiful woman', could perhaps be meant. lf so, the abbreviated version of 
the word was clearly needed to make up the number 1213. 
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curiously, the nurnerical value of the Jetters of the title is also 1213?4 The 
colophon does not mention the name of the author, but the manuscript of the 
Tul:ıfe is probably an autograph, or near autograph, like the memorandum 
preceding it in. the same volume. The work .contains descriptions, with 
historical, anecdotical and other digressions, of the Aegean islands, Aleppo and 
a number of towns in Anatolla and Rumelia. 

3. The Leiden Manusedpt 

Earlier I mentioned three manuscripts ôf the mernoranduin, kept in 
Leiden, Istanbul and Mecca respectively. My deseTiption of the Leiden 
rnanuscript is not yet published, so I shall give sorne rnore data here. The 
manuscript has been rebound in boards covered in black linen; the binding, of 
cheap quality, is of modern Turkish origin. The text is written in rıfs.'a script in 
black ink with rubrics in red on glazed white paper. It is 'blotted in parts, 
particularly towards the bottom of the pages, owing to moisture damage. There 
are 82 numbered folios, originally foliated 1 to 60. Some pages have folded 
extensions. The pages rneasure about 315x200 mm, the text surface about 
235x105 mm. There are 25 lines per page. The text proper, which contains a 
great many erasures and additions both in the text and in the margins, is 
preceded by an index (ff. 2b-4a). There are also some glosses in the margins of 
the text as well as a few annotations in a different band on the endpapers. The 
glosses can be dated up to 1236 (1820-1).25 The tonger annotations refer to, 
notably, two events whicb took place in the year the manuscript was concluded: 
the Battle of the Nile in which the French fleet was destroyed by the British 
Navy (under Admiral Lord Nelson) and the closure of the French Embassy in 
Beyoğlu?6 The manuscript contains an owner' s inscription of AQmed Cavid 
with the year 1215 (1800-1) on f. lla. The manuscript was purchased for the 
Leiden University Library from the antiguarian booksellers, Thornton & Son, 
ofBroad Street, Oxford, on ll December 1972 for less than 200 Pounds. 

24 

25 

26 

See the colophon, MS Hazine, f. 217b- Karatay mentions 1214, but this is clearly a 
ınisreading. 

Cf. Cod.Or. 12.826, f. 45a. 

lbidem, ff. 80a-b. 
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4. The Histarical Cantext 

The revival and military reinforcement of the Ottoman outposts in the 
north-western Caucasus were related to the political developments, of 
undisguised threat to the Ottoman Empire, of the Iate eighteenth-century. Better 
informed Ottomans were painfully aware of the situation,' as is clear from what 
Haşim Efendi wrote. Without any need to go into details, discussed elsewhere 
in various handbooks, monographs and articles,27 here an outline of some of 
the basic developments will suffıce. First and faremost was the successful 
expansion of Russia southwards to the Balkans, the sbores of the Black Sea 
and in to the Caucasus. Landİnarks were: the invasion of the Crimea.in ı 77 ı, 
followed by its precar1ous independence in ı 774 and definite annexation by 
Russia in ı 779, recognised by the Porte in ı 784. By that time, Russia 
controlled the northern shore of the Black Sea, including the Tarnan Peninsula 
at the entrance to the Sea of Azov, its troops stationed on the northem banks of 
the River Kuban to the east, while, further south-eastwards, Kabarda was 
largely under its military control and Georgia, further south, under its 
suzerainty. The ancient kingdam was annexed by Russia in ı801. Sohum 
(Sokhumi) in Abkhasia fell into Russian hands in ı8ıO. In ı 829, finally, the 
Porte had to cede its influence in Circassia to Moscow. This signified the 
definite abandonment of the Ottoman outposts. 

The Ottomans had first made their presence in the area in ı475, when 
they occupied Kefe (Caffa, Feodosia), Azak (Azov) and the Tarnan Peninsula, 
and settled in the port town of Anapa, where they replaced the Genoans. By 
that time and during the following centuries, the area surraunding Anapa, 
mainly inhabi~ed by Circassian .tribes, fell, as the Ottomans understood the 
situation, under the sovereignty of the khans of the Crimea and therefore 
indirectly under that of the Sultan. Not much attention was paid to the area -
with the exception of the ubiquitous Evli ya Çelebi who seems to have travelled 

27 I mention here only: Alan W. Fisher, Tlıe Russian Amıexation of the Crimea 1772-
1783, Cambridge 1970; Alan Cunningham, 'The Ochakov Debate', in: Collected 
Essays in Anglo-Ottoman Eııcounrers, London ı 993, pp. ı -3 ı; Uzunçarşı lı, Osmanlı 
Tarihi IV, pp. 564-5, 582-4; Gökçe, Kafkasya, pp. 10-44; Virginia H. Aksan, An 
Ottoman Statesman in War and Peace. Ahmed Resmi Efendi 1700-1783, Leiden, New 
York & Cologne 1995, p. 100 sqq. ; Michael G. Mtiller In Klaus Zemack. ed., 
Handbııclı der Gesclıiclıte Russlands IU2, Suttgart 2001, pp 608-23. 
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there in 1640-1 and 166628
- but that changed during the eighteenth century. In 

order to withstand the encroaching Russian power and find compensation for 
the loss of easy access to Crimean ports, the towns of Sogucal.<. Gelincik 
(Gelenzik), and Anapa were revived, fortified and restored in the 1780s, 
janissaries maintained there all year long, and wardens (military govemors) 
appointed. One of the main tasks of these wardens was to mobilise as many 
local Circassians, Abkhasians and Tatars - many of the latter had fled their 
country of origin - as possible to the Islarnic cause. Success was scant and only 
temporary. Anapa came un der attack in the 1790s, and w as temporarily 
occupied in 1791 and 1808, until the town, by then the last Onoman stronghold 
in the area, was definitely stormed and taken by Russian troops in 1828. 

5. Contents 

What is Ha.şim Efendi's memorandum about? Essentially, the work isa 
chronological survey of events that took place in Ottoman Circassia between the 
appointment of Feral) 'Ali Pasa in 1195 (1780-1) and the year in which the 
author concluded his work, 1213 (1798-9). To this main story, as it were, a 
great number of digressions on various topics were added. In what follows, I 
will present a summary of he contents, arranged according to subject matter. It 
is not exhaustive and inevitably is a personal, but I hope, even-handed 
interpretation of the text as I understood it. Only a systematic edition can do full 
justice to the texts under discussion. 

5 .1. Preliminaries 

The book begins with an explanation of the preliminaries that preceded 
the appointment of 'Ali Paşa?9 In an extremely complicated fırst senten ce 

28 

29 

Robert Dankoff & Klaus Kreiser, Materialien zu Evliya Çelebi. Il. A Guide to tlıe 
Seycibat-ncime of Evliya Çelebi. Bibliograplıie raisoıınee, Wiesbaden 1992, pp. 21-2, 
85-6; see also Güneş, Çerkezisran Notları. pp. 8-95. 

The Leiden manuscıipt (hereafter L) L. ff. 1 lb-14a; the Topkapı manuscript (hereafter 
H), Ob-2b; the page opposite the second folio of H which has the original number of 1 
(= la) I have given the numberO-according to Westem fashion it would be numbered ı 
(lb) and the following page, originalJy marked ı. 2a. 
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loaded with geographical and other data30 
- the passage is not quoted by Cevdet 

Paşa - the author states that the Sublime State had scandalously given away the 
Crimea to the Russians. This was made worse by the treacherous behaviour of 
the [last ruling] khan, Şahin Giray, who had a weak spot for these infidels. If 
the latter, with the support of his force of 200,000 Tatar raiders, had repeated 
the devastating inroads of 1182 [1768-9] undertaken by Kınm Giray Khan,31 

they, the Russians, would have begged for mercy and subjected themselves to 
the Portel Asa consequence, the Ottoman fleet could no longer dock in the 
ports of Özi [Ochakov], ~lburun and :tföcabeg [Odessa], and were left with 
only Bendereregli [Ereğli] and Sinop in the Black Sea. This made it necessary 
to protect Anatolla against the .advancing infidels. In order to find ways to 
compensate the loss, the Porte decided unanimously to organise a naval 
expedition. A galleon, under the command of the admiral, Gazi I:Jasan Paşa, 
and the military commander, Canikli [l:lacci] 'Ali Paşa,32 together with his sons 
Mikdad AI:ımed Paşa and I:Jüseyn Paşa, called at Soguc~, put up camp in front 
of the old fortress, and began to take fresh water on board. Soon gunfire was 
heard from a hill nearby, anda local leader called Tamganoglı Narçu Mel)med 
Giray Beg33 and three begs (tribal chiefs) called I:Iajun, I:Iapr~ and I:Jap~, 
approached the Ottoıiıans on horseback. Both parties watched each other in 
amazement, and in the end the janissaries offered the Circassians, dressed in 
rags, money to buy yoghurt and eggs, which the latter refused contemptuously. 
Duririg the night, the Ottoinans were attacked and many so Idiers dragged off in 
chains, each of them sold to the local 'mountain dwellers' for the price of a 
cow. A third of their tents were also taken away. Those who had not been 
captured by the locals, viziers and offıcers, fled as quickly as they could.34 This 

30 

3ı 

32 

33 

34 

The author, among other things, mentions the names of the seven - but in the Leiden 
version actually eight - names of the Cossack tribes, 70,000 men in all, who had 
hitherto supported the khan but had since taken the Russian side. He also mentions the 
existence of 40,000 mosques on the island, see also below. 

Cf. Fisher, Tlıe Russian Annexation of tlıe Crimea, pp. 31-2. 

The forrnercommanderofthe Crimea diedin 1199 (1785), cf. SO, p. 286. 

He was a Circassian foster brother of Şahin Giray of the Şapşi~ tribe, cf. L, f. 27a; see 
also L, f. 49a, with marginal additions. 

According to Cevdet Paşa, this event took place in 1 ı 92 (1778), cf. Tiiri!J 111, p. 150; 
there is no date mentionedin Haşim Efendi's versions. The episode is not found in most 
secondary literature, cf. Fisher, Tlıe Russian Amıexation, pp. 93-4, ı 06-7, and Aksan, 
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unhappy outcome convinced the ruling elite of the land that a better man should 
be sent to the area in order to subject and reform those wild people, whose very 
language sounded hardly human. The choice fell on Fera!J 'Ali Paşa who was 
lmown for his bravery in the battle of Shumni [Sbumen] during the Ottoman
Russian war. 

From this introductory part it is already clear that Haşim Efendi 
approached history in a completely traditional way: the world is divided 
between believers (Muslims) and infidels, and events are explained by the 
moral stance of their protagonists. Especially the last khan of the Crimea (who 
actually had little choice considering the overwhelming Russian power) could 
have worked wonders if he had not shown such contemptuous behaviour.35 

The Russian Empire could easily have been subjected if only the Sultan and the 
khan had shown some pluck! There is nothing about European politics, the 
strength of armies, particularly the Russian troops or naval force, or the 
motives and behaviour of individual players like Catherine the Great or Sultan 
'Abdull)amid I. The passage was obviously not acceptable to Cevdet Paşa, who 
gives a sligbtly more subtle account of the preliminaries. Despite the fact that 
Circassia had been un der Ottoman suzerainty for centuries, he explains, the area 
was virtually terra incognita to the Porte. Circassia was considered to be a part 
of the Crimea and therefore left to the khans to deal with. Ottomans knew who 
the Tatars were, but did not lmow anything about the other ethnic groups in the 
area among whom they never sent administrators-this same point is made by 

· Haşim Efendi in his long opening sentence, who adds that Ottomans also failed 
to intermarry with these unknown people. Although Circassians and 
Abkhasians came to Istanbul, Cairo and elsewhere as slaves, Cevdet Paşa 
continues, they did not bring much useful information with them because they 
arrived as children and soon forgot about their country of origin. When the 
threat of Russia became imminent in the area, the Crimea became independent, 
and the Russians began to stretch their hands out even towards Daghestan and· 
Georgia, it was understood that the integrity of Anatolia was at stake. It were 

35 

Alımed Resmi Efendi, pp. 174-5, which mention, apart from the reinforcement and 
approvision of Soğucuk [sic], two naval expeditions directed against the Crimea, both 
of which failed miserably. Gökçe, Kafkasya, pp. 33-4, adopted the version of events as 
found in Enveri's chronicle, which is similar to that in Haşim Efendi's memorandum. 

He was exiled to Rhodes in 1201 (1786-7) and executed for treason the following year, 
so. p. 1561. 
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the Admiral, Gazi :S:asan Paşa, and Canikli 'Ali Paşaina memorandum to the 
Porte of 1192 (1778] who actually suggested that the Circassians be subjecte~ 
and reformed and that a strong buffer between the Russian Empire and Anatolla 
be erected. Only in 1195 [1780-1] did the matter begin to be discussed 
seriously among the pillars of state.36 

· 

5.2. The Mission of Feral} 'Ali Paşa 

'Ali Pasa, according to Haşim Efendi, was summoned to Istanbul, where 
he teamed that the Sultan considered him the right person to lead an expedition 
to subject Circassia. Thereupon, the author suggests, the pasha presented the 
'Sublime State' with a memorandum containing fourteen numbered articleson 
the situation in loco and his need for support, in particular money and 
provisions.37 From the text of this document- if it ever was thae8

- it is clear 
that it, at least in part, must have been a report sent to the Sublime State after 
'Ali Paşa bad left Istanbul. In it, among other things, the pasha complains about 
the lack of response to earlier requests - he had not received a penny from 
Istanbul and asked for a gift of 500 purses of aspers as well as the 
govemorship of Ankara and mayoralty of Tumbaşar39 with concomitant fiefs 
(Articles ll and 12)- and alsa mentions his departure from Istanbul (Article 
14). However that may have been, we learn from the text that the fort of 
Soguc~ was not much bigger than the Maiden's Tower in the Bosphorus with 
a garrison of twenty-four men, from an agha down to a muezzin, in normal 
circumstances. At the time the fortified town was in ruins and almost 
completely abandoned. What the pasha needed was an extra thousand troops 
from Anatolia with a year' s pay - the pasha himself was contributing 600 to 700 
soldiers from his own district -, builders, a commander, a co.nstruction manager 

36 
. 37 

38 

39 

Tiiri!J III, pp. 133-5 . 

Cevdet P~a quotes an abbreviated and rearranged version with six articles; he also 
suggests that the memorandum in fact was a statemenf read out or directly 
communicated to the Sultan by 'Ali P~a before his departure in 1195 (1780-1), Tiiri!J 
III, pp. 136-7. 

W e should be careful to take the text of this memorandum asa word-by-word quotation 
of a real document when we realise that the Topkapı manuscript contains yet another 
version closely resembling that in L, but with quite a number of changes in language 
and style, see alsa below. 

Place not identified. 
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and a quartermaster-general (to be charged with recruiting local troops): 
carpenters, bricklayers, stonemasons and so forth, as well as provisions: flour, 
biscuits, salt, seeds (for growing wheat) and hand mills, all kinds of guns, 
amınunition, axes, shovels, rope, nails, palisades and other utensils, and, 
finally, presents: bows, rifles, textiles, leather, thimbles, flints and so forth, to 
persuade potential recruits to join the Ottomans. Soon after Ws arrival from 
!zmit and, possibly, an audi en ce with the Sultan - the text is not clear O!J. tWs -
'Ali Paşa and a smail army of Janissaries boarded a galleon in Beykoz, 
prepared at the Arsenal and loaded with provisions, guns, aınmunition and 
gifts. The ship sailed to Sinop where timher and other provisions were loaded. 
A few days laterit safely arrived in Soguc~ 40 

To their dismay, the pasba and his men were met with silence: no 
welcoming shots were fued from the fortress, and it soon became apparent to 
the pasha and his men that all members of the garrison had perished from a lack 
of provisions.41 Only one soldier and his wife had been able to scrape through 
on a ratian of soup. brewed from flour dust. To keep up morale, this dismal 
situation was kept seeret and the pasha had his retinue fire a few shots to make 
a festive impression on the men still on board the galleon - the sound also 
attracted the attention of group of tribesmen wh<? came to welcome the 
Ottomans. Selected soldiers were immediately lodged in the ruins in order to 
give the impression that the town had not been abandoned. As soan as the half
starved people had been nursed back to health, they were consulted about the 
local situation. They advised the pasha to treat the local population with 
circumspection, respect their customs, to appoint a trustworthy translator to 
deal with them, to mellow them with opulent gifts and the sweet sounds of 
prayer and Koran recitation, and to pay ransam for kidnapped soldiers without 

40 

41 

L, ff. 14a- 15b; H, ff. 2b-4a. Cevdet Paşa states that 'Ali Paşa was not only appointed 
mu~ö.ftı of Soguc~ but also beglerbegi of Rumelia with the rank of vizier, Tari!J III, p. 
137. According to SO, p. 5 16, he was only appointed vö.li of Ankara with therankof 
vizier in 1198 (1784). 

Elsewhere, however, Haşim Efendi suggests that together with former inhabitants of the 
town, at least four members of the garrison: the preacher, the imam, the muezzin and an 
fortress guard, who had fled to the mountains, reıumed later to take up their old 
professions, L, f. 17b; H, f. 6b. 
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complaining. The pasha should also seriously consider marrying a daughter of 
~e chief of the local Circassian Şapşil.< (Shapsugb)42 tribe.43 

The proposed policy was put into practice. Firstly, a dragoman was 
appointed in the person of Kirli Mei:ımed Aga. He bad been a leader of a suicide 
squad [serdengeçdi agası] of Tarnan [and probably of Tatar origin - but Haşim 
Efendi is silenton this] and had fled when the Russians approacbed and.foui:ıd 
refuge w~th a ttibal leader sornewhere in the Abkhasian mountains, surviving 
by peddling smail wares bought in Istanbul. His family and relatives were alsa 
encouraged to settle in Sogucal.c with gifts. More refugees ~d· former town 
inhabitiınts followed, more than could be lodged in the ruinous houses outside 
the fortress.44 

Before the next step was taken, and in order to boost morale and assure 
himself of their loyalty, 'Ali Pasa gathered his troops in front of the so-called 
Treasurer' s Fountain near the fortress, and gave a long up-lifting speech, 
reminding his audi en ce ofthe Day of Wrath and promising them that he would 
take care of their personal needs. Thereupon, all officers swore an oath of 
allegiance, promising to behave well, and were given presents.45 The next step 
w as a policy of intermarriage. 'Ali Paşa would set the example and arranged a 
marriage with the daughter of I:Iacci I:Iasan Aga, chief of the local Şapş~ tribe, 
who had been app~inted proxy [ket!Jüda] to thepashain the aforementioned 
ceremony. The wedding proceeded apace with a distribution of gifts ona grand 
scale among the tribe's members, anda sumptuous banquet, lasting three days 
and nights, and providing meats, bread, pasta (pastry) and boza (millet beer) in 
profusion, was held in the mountains with the ttibesmen and tribeswomen, 
while guns were fired, prayers were said, drums beaten, trumpets blown, 
songs sung, poems recited and dances performed, in a mixture of Islamic and 
heathen rituals. The wedding w as concluded in the pasha' s quarters in the 

42 

43 

44 

45 

Cf. Jaimoukha, Tlıe Circassians, p. 19; Ch. Quelquejay, "Çerkes i", in Encyclopaedia 

of Islam, 2°d edi tion. 

L, ff. 15b-17a; H, ff. 4a-5b. 

L, ff. J7b-19a; H, ff. 5b-6b. 

L, ff. 17b- ı 9a; H, ff. 6b-8a. 
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fortress, upon which his father-in-law and his men were donned robes of 
honour.46 

Later - Haşim Efendi is economical with dates, so we do not know when 
exactly these events took place - ships arrived from Anatolia and Istanbul 
bringing mercenaries [yama~iin], who were lodged in new barracks, as well as 
building materials. A mosque, a medrese, a bathhouse, and shops were built 
with the help of these men.47 They were Anatolian Turks, who, on the whole, 
had a bad reputation as brigands. This seemed to be confirmed when, one 
winter - perhaps the first - a group of them 48 decided to escape from the dreaı). 
outpost Trying to get away in two barges, moored in the harbour, th~y were 
stopped by gunfire after the news had reached the pasba's ears. When they 
moved against him, a number of the deserters were killed at the fortress gate 
and later ni ne of them executed - a tenth was innocent, but could not be rescued 
even by the pasha, who argued vainly in his favour with his merciless proxy.49 

The pasha's wedding with a Circassian girl was followed by, if we may 
believe Haşim Pasa, many others. 'Ali Pasa's officers were sent into the 
binteriand to inspect girls of as many different tTibes as possible through the 
mediation of the dragoman. The resulting marriages led, the author 
optiınistically concludes, to the virtual subjection of all tTibes in the area.50 In a 
following chapter, Haşim Pasa tries to make the spreading of the Ottoman 
influence plausible by describing how family members, particularly 
womenfolk, came to visit Soguca~ and their married female relatives there. 
Thus they gradually became acquainted with the true faith and lslamic customs. 
'Ali Paşa went so far as to instruct these married gir ls and female visitors to act 
as active ınissionaries in the cause oflslam, an Islam as interpreted by Ottoman 
rather than Tatar !Jöcas. Needless to say, these instructions were accompanied 
by gifts of textile and leather. Haşim Efendi again optimistically concludes that 

46 
47 
48 

49 
50 

L, ff. l9a-2la; H, ff. 8a-10b. 

L, f. 21a; H, ff. !Ob- I la. 

Whether only these mercenaries were lo blame for what follows is questionable; the 
three versions of the text di ffer on this point, see also bel o w. 

L, ff. 2Ia-22b; H, ff. I Ja-12b. See also below. 

L, ff. 22b-23a; H, ff. 12b-14a. 
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the true faith spread rapidly in the area.51 One aspect of this phenomenon was 
the proliferation of Islamic names among the tribesmen.52 Ottoman böcas and 
even a circumciser from Istanbul, dressed in Circassian costume and married to 
a Şapş~ girl, were sent among the tribes. 53 

Apart from proselytizing, 'Ali Paşa als o tried to put an en d to piracy 
which was rife all along the coast down to Baturo (Batumi). An envoy with 
presents was sent to convince the leaders of the coastal tribes abandan the 
practice, leave the Muslim ships alone and even bum their boats. The mission, 
according to Haşim Efendi, was a success.54 Same of the men captured during 
the disastrous expedition of Gazi I:Iasan Paşa same years earlier and whose 
whereabouts became known, could be released from slavery by payment of 
ransoms.55 

After the Ottomans had secured their hold on Soguc~. steps were taken 
to spread their influence both to the south and the north. At first, attention was 
paid to Gelincik, a sma~J port town 'one mile' [in fact about 30 kms.] to the 
south.56 Although it officially belonged to Russia, according to Haşim Efendi, 
local Circassians, !ed by an Ottoman officer in Circassian dress, were 
stimulated to steer clear Russian captains who called at the port.57 'Ali Paşa sent 
same of his officers to prepare an Ottoman settlement. The men were put in 
trust as guests of the local Circassian leader, the aforementioned Narçu 
Me)Jmed Beg. A barracks, a bastion, and a mosque were built complete with a 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

L, ff. 23a-26a; H, ff. 14a-16b. 

L, ff. 26a-b; H. ff. 16b-17a Haşim Efendi adds that 'Ali P~a began to bestow names 
like Me~med, 'Ali, I:Iasan and l:lüseyn on converted men, writing them downon pieces 
of paper. These s lips of paper were show n to anybody who asked for their n ames, the 
men obviously not being ab le to read their own new names. 

L, f. 26b; H, f. 17a. 

L, ff. 26b-27a; H. ff. 17a-b. 

L, f. 27a; H, f. 17b 

The harbour had the shape of 'a barber' s mirror', according to Haşim Efendi, who 
cuno·usly added a smail drawing in the text in both L and H. 

This passage is only found in H, and dated 1201 (1786-7); this would mean that the 
interference with Russian shipping only took place much later after the death of 'Ali 
P~a. 
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gun anda powder magazine.58 More important to the Ottomans was Anapa in 
the north. A military expedition over land was undertalcen59 and the road to the 
port through mountainous territory secured. 'Ali Paşa appointed an adopted 
Albanian son, Selim, as pass-guard, and bad him accepted as guest and married 
to a daughter of the local chief, Buganat. Anapa was situated on the bank of a 
river, the Bu)Jür,60 and had a sheltered harbour that, Haşim Efendi guessed, 
could easily bold 'a thousand ships': In order to protect it from the Russians in 
the Tarnan Peninsula, the ruined castle at the en tran ce of the port needed to be 
repaired. For that purpose, building materials were brougbt in from Soguca.l5., 
while during the night fireworks were ignited and shells were fired to ward off 
robbers.61 During the following year, 1197 (1782-3], building started 
seriously. Construction work was supervised by an engineer called J:Iüseyn 
Aga, who employed 20062 y~mng Tatars earning ten para per day for their 
exertions. Soon also houses, shops, a coffeehouse and a batb - owned by the 
author- were built To enhance the safety of the Ottoman outposts, 'Ali Paşa 
encouraged the settlement of 12,000 Tatars in a nearby valley two miles from 
Anapa. This was, as Haşim Efendi explains, part of a more general policy of 
binding the 40,000 Tatars who bad fled to Kabarda in the Iate 1 770s and 
making them useful as a buffer between the Russians and mountain tribes along 
the Rivers Kuban and Laba. In re turn for rations of food, they would no langer 
obey their khans, till the land, pay tithes and support the pasha against both 
Circassians and Russians.63 On the other, northern, bank of the Bu)Jur, 
opposite Anapa, on the orders of 'Ali Paşa, the Tatars built an other fortress 
which was called Nogay.64 Anather smail fort was built on the Cemti Peninsula 

58 
59 
60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

L, f. 27a, H, ff. 17b-18a. 

According to Cevdet Paşa, this was in 1196 (1781-2), Tiiri!J III, p. 151. 

The name could also be read as Ba!Jür; the first syllable is not vocalised. 

L, ff. 27a-28a; H, ff. 18a-19b. In the Topkapı version, Haşim Efendi added that when 
the Russian generals at the New Fortress in Tarnan became aware of the Ottoman 
presence in Anapa, their souls burned with a terrible fire. 

H has the number 1000. 

L, ff, 28a-b; H, ff. 19b-20b - the autobiographical note is found only in H, cf. also 
below. 

L, f. 29b; H, f. 2la. H, ff. 20b-2la, adds the text of an order from 'Ali Paşa to the 
Nogay Tatars in a mixture of Ottoman and Chagataytratar Turkish, instructing them to 
complete the construction of three bastions with gates and bridges as well as a moat, all 
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beyand the I_(ızıltaş Bagazı in the estuary of the Kuban. ~aQ.ioglı MeQıned 
Efendi was appointed agha.6s 

Meanwhile tension had risen on the border. The inhabitants of Taman, 
fearing an invasion of Russian troops,66 requested assistance from 'Ali Paşa. 
The latter, not aware of the latest political developments, senthis proxy with an 
amıy of janissaries and guns. They were able to defeat an enemy force, but the 
Tamanites, realising that their cause was hopeless, fled to Anapa, where. 
eventually 500 of them were housed. The pasha's proxy, stillin Taman, was 
approached by an envoy from Şahin Giray, who pointed out to him that the 
Porte had already officially ceded Tarnan to Russia. Unaware even that 
negotiations were being conducted, he lost patience and hacked the man, surely 
a renegade, to pieces. The Russians complained to the Sultan,67 upon which the 
Portesentan order to have the proxy's severed head sent to Istanbul. 'Ali Pasa, 
barely able to save the courier who had conveyed the order from the murderous 
hands of his proxy, refused, answering that he would not let him go without 
accompanying him to Istanbul. 

During the same year, the influx of refugees from Tarnan triggered an 
extensive building programme in Anapa. Temporary shelters for refugees were 
improvised from reeds ~ut in the river. The fallawing spring saw the 
construction of a han [caravansarai] for slave traders, a customs office, a 
covered market, a han for guests and foreigners, barracks, two mosques, two 
bathhouses, shops and houses. The fortress was completed with a moat, a 
bridge, a gate, a secretary's office, a mosque, kitchens and so forth. The names 
of the inhabitants were registered and various officials appointed. Trade 
flourished and the ineome from customs rose from 11,000 kuruş to 25,000 

65 

66 

67 

within eight days, ff. 20b-2la; the text is also printed in Cevdet Paşa, Tiirl/} ın, p. 323 
(document No. 13), see also below. The haste and work pressure cost the lives of a 
number of men who were executed and hung from th.e gates as a waming to the workers. 

L, ff. 49a-b; H, ff. 47b-48a 

Cevdet Paşa specifıes a number of 12,000 troops led by Şahin Giray, Ttirl!J III, p. 153. 

Theyhandedin a note, beyti11-niinıe, in the middle of 1 197 (1783), Cevdet Paşa, Ttirilı 
III, p. 153. Cevdet Paşa adds that 'Ali Paşa had vainly requested the dispatch of more 
troops from the Porte earlier that year. 
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kuruş in the second year.68 A part of this ineome had to be paid to Circassian 
chiefs who otherwise would have obstructed the town' s further development. 
Ten to fifteen of these men received beriits [patents], entitling them to a salary 
of 150 to 300 esedi kuruş per year.69 Further rights and duties, especially 
regarding the payment of taxes and ownership rights to land, were laid down in 
a law [.[(iinün] issued by 'Ali Paşa.70 In later chapters, Haşim Efendi mentions 
that a beriit arrived from the Porte, allowing Ottoman Friday prayers to be said 
in the local mosques, 71 and gives details on the local fisheries. Particularly the 
Nogay Tatars were keen on fishing sturgeon for obtaining caviar in the Kuban. 
With expert help from Istanbul - salt was imported from the Crimea - the 
industry flourished, and in the first year 20,000 kuruş72 in fish tithes were 
alıeady levied. The money was used to pay soldiers and to cover expenses 
incurred by the maintenance of the fortress. 'Ali Paşa even toyed with the idea 
to have the Porte contract a financier [mültezim] to manage the business, but the 
idea was rejected.73 Important export articles were leather and bee's wax, and 
nine ships loaded with these goods left for Istanbul.74 

More developments··are deseribed in further chapters. Measures were 
taken to bring the ethnic minorities within the orbit of the law. Upon consulting 
an official who had ties with the Gypsy community of Topkapı in Istanbul, it 
was decided that a chief [çeribaşısı] and tax collector [cizyediir] should be 
appointed to deal with the local Gypsies, among whom there were both 
Christians and Muslims.75 Encouraged by the pasha, the local Armenians: 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

L, ff. 29b-30a; H, ff. 2lb-23b- H gives far more details than L, mentioning among 
other things the number of 550 shops, among which a boz.a shop. It alsa specifies the 
type of revenues pocketed by the customs office: tali paid by shippers, porters and 
muleteers, visitor's tax, coffee tax, city tax and others. 

L, f. 30b; H, ff. 25a-26a. 

L, ff. 30b-3la; H, f. 26a. 

L, f. 32b; H, f. 28b. H specifies tha~ in 33 villages mosques had been built. 

H has 30,000 kuruş. 

L, f. 32b; H, pp. 28b-29a- the chapter is not found in Cevdet Paşa' s Ttiri!J. 

L, f. 49b; H, ff. 48a-b. H adds that the export of wheat was forbidden - it had in fact to 
be imported from Istanbul; it was replaced by melons. 

L, ff. 37a-b; H, ff. 38a-b. Cevdet Paşa adds that they were of Indian origin and kept 
themselves ata distance from civilisation in Europe and Asia; it was the virtue of 'Ali 
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tailors, funiers and money changers, handed in a petition asking for permission 
to build a new quarter and church outside Anapa. This w as granted. 76 At a 
certain point in time, a mill was set up in the fortress. lt produced fine flour, 
which formerly had to be imported from Istanbul, and from which fiat loafs of 
white bread, called ~alaç, were pr9duced; these loafs, whicb replaced the 
coarse brick-shaped ones,.were sold at 2 para per okka.17 Thirty78 wells were 
dug inside the town - carrying water from the nearby river was impractica1,79 in 
particular because water-carriers were regularly captured by tribesmen. ~aşim 
Efendi relates that the digging brought to ligbt all kinds of ancient objects like 
marble well heads, jewellery, seals, a picture of a bird with Kufic inscriptions, 
human bones and pieces of texti le. These objects were sold for 5 kuruş or more 
to Christian s. He himself bought a piece of emerald for 3 kuruş, selling it la ter 
in Istanbul for 50.80 A proposal to the Porte to exploit the gold and silver mines 
on the Kuban near Anapa went unanswered; it reasoned, according to Haşim 
Efendi, that the pasha already had 150,000 troops at his disposal. Wbat would 
happen if permission were given and the pasba decided to revolt?81 

Meanwhile in Istanbul envy and suspicions were arising. Imagining the 
pasha, a governor of two fortified towns, gathering riches and beautiful slave 
gir ls, whereas they lacked both, some men persuaded the Sultan to _send a new 
governor or at least an inspector to look into the matter. Tbereupon a palace 
official, the ((apucıbaşı Şii~ I:Iüseyn Aga, was sent as commissary-general 
[nüzl ii. binii emini] to Anapa with the, to 'Ali: Pasa and his men, surprisingly 
large ineome of 25 kise akçe as well as a budget of 20 kuruş per day for 

76 

77 

78 

"79 

80 
81 

Paşa to give them a place in Islarnjc society and stimulate their acculturation, Tarib m. 
p. 166. 

L. f. 38b; H, ff. 38b-39a 

L. ff. 37b-38a; H, ff. 39a-b. Added is an anecdote- anda lesson for the people of Anapa 
- about a wandering sold.ier who, suffering regularly from cold and hunger, showed 
extreme gratitude whenever he was honoured by a gift of bread, kissing it and vowing to 
become a dervish, L. ff. 38a-b; H, f. 39b. 

H: mentions the number of forty-five. 

In a later chapter, Haşim Efendi relates that at a certaln point janissaries were given the 
task of digging a moat in order to bring in the water of th.e ri ver closer to Anapa, L, f. 
49b; H, f. 48a. 

L, ff. 39a-b; H, ff. 42a-b. 

L. ff. 65a-b; H, f. 57a*. 
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expenses incurred. Later he received anather 5000 kuruş.82 In alater chapter, 
Haşim Efendi, who was obviously closely involved in the financial aspects of 
the matter, relates the fate of anather commissary-general, 'Abdullah Aga, who 
was charged with the digging of a moat and the fıırther building work on the 
walls of the fortress. He was given a budget of 20,000 kuruş. When after two 
years he asked for additional sums of 400 to 500 kuruş, he was dismissed and 
ordered to hand over the original sum to the courier from IstanbuL Pleading his 
case in the capital later, he was exiled to Bozca Ada, accused of 
insubordination. His house in Anapa was sealed and the contents, worth 150 
kuruş, confiscated by the then pasha, İpeklizade Muşçafa Paşa. This was 
completely unjust, as Haşim Efendi was well aware - in the end there was even 
a surplus of 5600 kuruş of the original budget remaining - but this knowledge, 
he concluded, did not help the poor man.83 

The prospering of Anapa as a trading post induced 'Ali Paşa to move his 
residence there but he forbade others to follow his example lest Soguca~ 
become depopulated.84 Not long afterwards,85 a ship loaded with guns, 
ammunition, provisions and presents for the local ttibesmen arriyed from 
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84 

85 

L, ff. 3la-b; H, ff. 26a-b- the chapter is omitted in Cevdet Paşa's Tiiri!J. (From this 
point onwards, the Tiiri!J, p. 156 sqq., begins to be less dependent on Haşim Efendi' s 
work as a primary source.) H begins with a sentence referring to a treatise on good 
management by Canikli 'Ali Paşa, in w hi ch the dispatch of a trustworthy offıcer to 
assist a govemor in a diffıcult outpost, inhabited by potentially unruly soleliers and 
slaves, was recommended. The work is also mentioned in a long marginal addition in L, 
f. 3lb, where Haşim Efendi explains that it was difficult for the coınmissary-general to 
huy meat locally because the Circassians kept their cattle un til very old and inedible. In 
the same marginal note, he also accuses the Financial Dep!Utment in Istanbul of 
corruption and tampering with the books: whereas l:füseyn Aga was in reality given an 
allowance of 17,500 kuruş on two occasions, these amounts were booked as 117,500 
kuruş. ln Order tO have the CO· Operation of the defterdiir, he :-vas given a s)ave girJ. 

L, f. 38b, margin; H, ff. 40a-42a. A more dramatic version is given in H, where the 
story, larded with verses, focuses on the complaint of the unjustly treated official, who, 
leaming of the order from Istanbul, tore· up his dothes and threatened to throw himself 
into the moat surraunding the fortress. 

L, f. 3lb; H, ff. 26b-27a. 

This is my guess, in view of the place of this smail chapter in the, globally 
chronological, sequence of events; as usually, no date is given. The chapter is also 
omitted from the Tiiri!J. 
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Istanbul.86 Although Haşim Efendi gives the impression that Circassia was 
soonunder the control of 'Ali Paşa, it is clear from the above and the content of 
other chapters, that this was wishful thinking. Particularly the presence of the 
large colony of Tatar refugees in the area was problematica ı. At sqme point in 
time during 'Ali Pasa's wardenship, Nogay Castle came under direct attack by a 
force of 8000 menunder the command of Babadur Giray, the elder brother of 
Şahin Giray. He was a refugee himseW7 but still had ties with Russia because 
his son, Selim, was held hostage in that country and had become a major in the 
Russian army. After he had vainly tried to ingratiate himself with the Şapşii.c 
tribe, who were deeply suspicious about his ties with the Russians - he 
imagined that he actually could sell the Circassians and Abkhasians and their 
country to the Russians - he moved to Nogay Castle to impose himselfas khan 
on the local Tatars. Close to the fortress, his men were decimated by gunfire. 
This crude behaviour fundamentally shocked the warriors, who, acciıstomed to 
pay blood money to a victim' s relatives, traditionally took the utmost care to 
avoid killing an opponent. In this way fear for the Turks was sown in the hearts 
of the tribesmen, Haşim Efendi concluded.88 

An other problem was the unemployment of the Tatar refugees, as Haşim 
Efendi explains in a later chapter. Although some of them were active a_s fıshers 
or had irregular jobs in the fortress, others lived by seliing stolen goods, 
including horses and silver trappings robbed from the Ottomans, on the Anapa 
market. In order to bind these men to the Ottoman cause and put theni under the 
authority of the law, the pasha decided to appoint thirty princes [mirziis] and 
others as officers in the army for the defence of the Kuban frontier; the 

86 

87 

88 

L, f. 3lb; H, f. 27a. 

Arter he had been khan for seven months in 1196 (1782), he was impriso.ıied by Şahin 
Giray, but was able to escape to Kabarda, cf. SO, p. 350. 

L •. ff. 3lb-32b; H, ff. 27a-28a - H adds that the courage of the Abkhasians was 
destroyed, deeply impressed as they were by compositions of their poets that deseribed 
the disaster. The Porte tried to have Babadur Giray removed from the country, but he 
refused. Instead, his brother A~ Göz Sultan embarked on the ship that was meant to take 
him to the capital. Later he was captured and deported to Istanbul, where rumours began 
to circulate that 'Ali Paşa had confiscated his possessiôn and become rich. For more 
details on the affair, see Cevdet Paşa. Tari!J III, pp, 161-4. Eventually, Babadur Giray 
went to Istanbul in 1204 ( 1789-90) and settled on a farm near Tekirdağ; he diedin 1206 
(1791-2), SO, p. 350. 
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necessary beriits were requested from the Porte and their names recorded in the 
customs ledger [gümrük kitabı]. Their installation was celebrated during a 
meeting of the Friday Council in a ceremony, attended by 3000 to 4000 
horsemen, in which they were given their papers, standards and robes of 
honour. The pasha gave a speech and guns were fired. An inventory of the 
appointrnents for service in the fortress, from agha down to assistant eler k and 
dated 1197 [1782-3], is added.89 It was probably copied from a defter by 
Hiişim Efendi. 90 

Anather problem facing the Ottoma~s was the Circassian custom of 
capturing persons in order to obtain a ransom. At same point, members of a 
tribe led by Zanoglı Giray Beg kidnapped one of the pasha's footmen 
[çufcadiir-i enderün] and the customs' secretary, ŞaJ.azh A~med Efendi. 
Imrnediately the pasha' s quick-tempered proxy rusbed off with a group of men 
to liberate them, plundering the villages they passed through on their way. In 
order to prevent more violence, Zanoglı, who had sent envoys to Anapa to 
negotiate with the pasha, persuaded his tribesmen to let the prisoners go.91 

In order to get more information about developments in the Crimea and 
Caucasus, the Porte sent orders to Anapa to report on the situation in the area. 
This resulted in the mission of two spies who were sent to the Crimea and a 
place called Aiiabazan92 respectively.93 Reportson their mission written in the 
first person singular are included in the text.94 The man who had been in the 
Crimea, mentions that the Queen95 had not yet arrived, that 6000 Albanian 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

From so me of the names mentioned it is clear that they were not only Tatars; a certain 
Erzurumi Mel)med Efendi, for instance, was appointed secretary (divan kiitibi). 

L, ff. 36a-37a; H, ff. 37b-38a. L adds a story (f. 36b) on a certain ~almu~ Mirza who 
used to steal sheep and other animals from the tribes: and even sold tTibesmen to the 
Russians; the man was arrested and severely reprimanded and threatened with execution 
by 'Ali Paşa. 
L, ff. 32b-33a; H, ff. 29a-30a. 

Not identifıed, clearly sornewhere north of the Kuban in the region araund the Sea of 
Azov. 

L. ff. 33a-b; H, ff. 30a-b. 

As elsewhere in the work, where documents are supposedly quoted, the reports in the 
Leiden and Topkapı manuscripts are quite different in language, style and content (cf. 
also above). 

H adds: Calharina [that is: Catherine the Great]. 
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deserters, who bad served the Ottomans in Hotio, bad been recruited for the 
protection of the coast, that an arsenal had been built in Kberson where many 
ships were under construction, that warships were cruising outside the ports of 
Kefe, Yeiükal'e, JS,:amışburnı and elsewhere, that Muslim princes were given 
decorations anq salaries. The isiand gave the impression that war was being 
prepared. 96 In the second report, it w as mention ed that a port was being 
restored near the Ri ver Taygan and that the Abkhasians used to rob the · 
Russiaos of their cattle and boys, but that Russian troops had beguo to react 
violently to all signs of an Islamic preseoce, like shooting at rnuezzins calling to 
prayer. The report also rnentioned the appearance of the Imam Manşür, 
originally a sbepherd called Uşurman, but now fervently spreading the true 
faith, in 'Çaçan or Şaşan' [Chechniya].97 He was greatly feared by the 
Russians, who had sent troops after him. The Tatars had alsa predicted the 
appearance of asaint [ma'şüm] from a certain verse of theKoran-this was the 
Imam Yüsuf.98 

Upon this news, an envoy-cum-spy, the pasba's servant, the enderün 
ağası JS,:aQioglı Me)Jmed Aga, was sent to Kabarda from I:Iacciler Castle,99 and 
w as ab le with the belp of local guides to meet the Imam and give him preseots. 
A report was later transmitted to Istanbul.100 The report, 101 again in the first 
persoo singular, is quoted by Haşim Efendi. The envoy wrote that he was 

96 

97 

98 
99 

100 

L, f. 33b; H, ff. 30b-31a. H has more details, among them that it seemed that the 
Crimea was to be divided between Austria and Russia, that Russian soldiers were 
billeted in Tatar houses (where they did all kinds of repulsive things), and that a Jewish 
judge had been appointed to one of the courts. The Muslim princes were forced to wear 
h ats. 

Forarecent study on the imam, see Zübeyde G. Yağcı, 'A Chechen National Hero of 
the Caucasus in the Eighteenth Century: Sheikh Mansur', in Central As ian Survey 22-1 
(2003), pp. 103-115. 

L, ff. 34a-b; H, ff. 31a-32a. 

This was a stronghold on the River Kuban controlled by the Ottomans; it is often 
mentioned by Haşim Efendi. It is not found on contemporary European maps of the 
period, which only show the Russian strongholds on the northem bank of the Kuban, 
cf. maps intheLeiden University Library, Port. 162 Nos. 62-5; Port 178 No. 117. See 
also the two maps in Gökçe, Kafkasya. 

L, f. 34b; H, f. 32a. 
101 Again !here are substantial differences between theversionsin L and H, H giving more 

details (which I include in my sumrnary). 
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bospitably received by the Imam, who asked him wbether he needed medicine 
for melancholia or madness. The house, part of a village of forty to fifty 
bouses, looked Circassian and was not mucb more than a wooden cell. Apart 
from his mather and four to five sons, the Imam was accompanied by aTatar 
mo Ilah. He looked quite like a saint in ecstasy. He had a long neck, wide 
spaced eyebrows, a ligbt brown beard and a friendly face. In his youth, be bad 
berded ducks, lambs and sbeep. One day, tending his sheep, he received a call 
from Gad and began to announce that wine, adultery and sodomy were 
forbidden, as was dissimulation towards Russians. It was legitimate to capture 
them and enslave them. He said be was ignorant and bad been ordered to give 
sound advice to Muslims. He said he could not predict the future, and if the 
visitor did not believe him, he should ask the 'ulemii. His fallawers produced 
all kinds of pampblets on w hi ch the name of Manşür and so me pious Arabic 
words were stamped with a seal made of cow bom. This gave the impression 
that the saint was an ordinary rebel. His fallawers also said prayers in his 
name. When the spy presented his report to the Porte, no attention was paid to 
him because of his unusuallanguage and behaviour. 102 

News reacbed Anapa that the Russians bad sent an army of 7000103 

soldiers to capture the Imam. Seeing the soldiers approaching, the Imam took a 
handful of dust from the floor of his cabin and threw it on them. No langer ab le 
to see much as if they had been caught up in a cloud of smoke, the men started 
to kill each other and fled in panic. Same of them found refuge in I.Iacciler 
Castle, reasoning that the Turks would not kill them. A few men were selected 
by the local governor, the mütesellim :((aftani 'Ali Aga, andsenton to the pasha 
in Anapa. They were given away as presents to his friends, among them Haşim 
Efendi (see also below).104 

The news about the Imam, as conveyed by the spy's report and the 
Russian deserters, clearly worried the Ottomans in Anapa. His growing 
reputation as a successful rebel could well undermine the ordered ex.istence of 
the mountain tribes. More information was obtained by the pasha from a certain 

102 L, ff. 34b-35a; H, ff. 32a-35a - H adds a lengıhy digression on the saint's mirades 
which proved his status as imam. 

103 

104 
H has the number of 10,000. 

L, f. 35a; H, ff. 35a-b. 
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Bulut105 Khan, a nephew of the Imam, who passed through Anapa, and was to 
accompany I):AQioglı MeQ.med Aga to Istanbul. The kban was a slave dealer and 
pilgrim guide who regularly travelled between Daghestan, Istanbul and Mecca. 
He also carried pamphlets with him, written by Tatar 'ulemii and sealed by the 
Imam, which he tried to seli in the Ottoman capital. On his way back, he told 
the pashathat the efendis he hadmetin Istanbul had shown only animosity, 
spitting into his face and refusing to pay 5 or 10 kuruş for the pamphlets. The 
pasha was worried that this story would further diminish the reputation of the 
Sultan among the tribes. 106 

Relations with Russia deteriorated because of the increased hostility from 
the Tatars, who were inspired to slay and enslave infidels by the subversive 
words of the Imam. Tatar 'ulemii moved among the tribes, and even came so 
far as Anatolla and the Hijaz, preaching and distributing religious pamphlets. 
The tribesmen, on the whole, were not unsympathetic towards the Tatar 
missionaries and did not find fault with their words. Seeing that tbings went 
from bad to w orse, 'Ali Paşa decided to approach the grand vizier who was 
also his friend and protector, {;[alil I;lamid Paşa, 107 asking him for cloth, 
leather, riftes and other objects that could be given away as presents to the 
tribes. In his letter, he included complaints and demands for compensation 
received from Russians on the other side of the border, and some of the 
inflammatory pamphlets circulating in the area. In urging action, the grand 
vizier stood alone, although eventually the Sublime State agreed to seı1d the 
presents requested. A plan to hold ready a force of 200,000 men to intervene if 
necessary was dismissed as too dangerous to the security of the State itself. 
Suspicion against 'Ali Paşa was stili rife and some statesmen even believed that 
the Imam Manşür was an invention of the grand vizier and the pasha. A 
sergeant [çavuş] anda footman [ço[cadiir], who lmew the Tatar language, were 

ı 05 The name is rendered as 'Bolat' in Gökçe, Kafkasya, p. ı ı8, but both L and H clearly 
haveBWLWT. 

106 L, ff. 35b-36a; H, ff. 36a-37b. Cevdet Paşa adds that the problem was exacerbated by 
the fact that the Porte had become disinterested in paying much attention to 'Ali P.aşa's 

107 
problems, Tari{} III, p. ı76. 

A former anıedi and re'isiilkiittab, he was grand vizier between ı ı97 (1782) and 1199 
(ı785); he diedin the same year, cf. SO, pp. 578-9; for a detailed biography, see: İsmail 
Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, 'Sadrazam Halil Hamid Paşa'. in: Türkiyat Mecmuası V (1935), pp. 
213-67. 
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selected by Gazi l:Iasan Paşa. On a swift galley they were to sail to Anapa in 
five days, travel from there to Daghestan in order to investigate the matter in 
anather five days, and to returo to Istanbul in yet anather five. They were to 
distribute the presents among the tribes and to exhort the Tatars in their own 
language not to disturb the peace with the Russians. They would be hanged if 
they returned too Iate. Owing to contrary winds, the terrified men were twice 
bound in a smail harbour iıear Giresun and arrived in Anapa only after five 
months - Haşim Efendi sa w their desperate Jetters sent to Istanbul from various 
ports of call. In Anapa disappointrnent awaited them when they learned that the 
journey to Chechni~a would take them at least two hundred hours. They also 
realised that they would not be offered the slaves on wh()m they had counted by 
the pasha. They sa w that the pasha was poor, wearing coar~e cloth, and that his 
servants went about almost naked. They contented themselves with making 
enquiries in Anapa. When, returned to Istanbul, they reported what had 
happened to the grand vizier, the latter felt pity for the pasha and sent him a fur 
coat. The latter donned ii: wlienhe was about to receive officials from the Porte, 
but normally he used to wear Abk.basian sandals and a Circassian cap. 108 

Despite the fact that Anapa was successful as a trading post, the pasha 
and the Ottoman troops were in a precarious position. They were dependent on 
the import of most food: salt, pepper, rice, horse beans, chickpeas, lentils and 
other beans, from Istanbul. The Circassians did not grow vegetables which 
they called 'dry grass' unfit for hu.mans consumption, ·and were only ready to 
sell old cows to the Ottomans. There was a serious problem if provisions did 
not arrive in time, as in 1198 (1783-4)109 when th~ annual ship was held ııp in 
Sinop and the stores ran out offood. 'Ali Paşa and the 100 to 150 guests whom 
he entertained daily had to content themselves with bread and the local pasta. 
By scraping together the last pennies in his treasury and borrowing more 
money in the Bazaar, the pasha had ingredie~ts bought and dishes of helva 
prepared. After these had been eaten, a special prayer was said in hls private 
mosque in the fortress and repeated 70,000 times. Those who were attending 
realised that a miraele was in the making. They were not disappointed: the next 
day at nine o' clock in.the morning the expected ship appeared on the horizon. 

108 L, ff. 39b-42a; H, ff. 42b-43b. 
109 

The year is only mentionedin ·cevdet Paşa's Tiirib, III, p. 168. 
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At the time of prayers a favourable wind had made its departure from Sinop 
possible. Haşim Efendi adds that the pasha had worked more, quite 
unbelievable, miracles, not the least one being the long-suffering obedience of 
the men who had abandoned a good life in Anatolla and followed their master to 
a hostile country. To sit back in frustration was not what 'Ali Pasabadin mind 
when he had moved to the Cauca~us and he could hardly wait for the day be 
would be able to attack the Russians and cross the Kuban with a large army of 
companions, janissaries, and Tatar and Circassian horserneo to redress the 
injustices of the past. ı ı o 

This was wishful think.ing. Russia stili held the initiative, and on one 
occasion its troops crossed the Kuban into Kabarda, threatening the fortress of 
I:Iacciler where the mütesellim, I,(afta.ni 'Ali Ağa, commanded a force of 10,000 
Tatars of questionable loyalty. 'Ali Ağa desperately needed guns and 
ammunition, and only with enormous trouble could these be brought in from 
Anapa. The hostile tribes in the area were only ready to let these through 
because of the presence of Abiid ~m Gir ay, ı ı ı the young son of a Circassian 
chief, who was sent with the troops and whom the local tribesmen, obeying 
their rules of hospitality, were obliged to receive asa guest of honour. The boy 
returned in rags, his horse bereft of its trappings, having been obliged to give 
away everything he had. ı ı ı 

5.3. The Last Days and Demise of Feral}. 'Ali Paşa 

The appearance of the Imam Manşür had made 'AU Paşa weary. He 
became convinced that it meant an end to peace for the world and came to the 
conclusion that for him 'the robe of the world had become tbreadbare'. He 
predicted that the end would come in 1202 [1 787-8], 202 being the nurnerical 
value of the prayer word 'Lord' [reb]. 113 Haşim Efendi accompanies his 
description of the pasha's last days with biographical notes. The pasha had 
been a Georgian slave. He had become a vizier of two horsetails and was a 

110 L, ff. 42a-44a; H, ff. 43b-44b. 
lll A marginal gloss in L, f. 45a, explains that he was a chief of the Şapşil.cs, performed 

112 
the pilgrimage in 1218-9 (1803-5) anddiedin the Hijaz, leaving behind two sons. 

L, ff. 44b-45b; H, ff. 44b-45b. 
113 L, f. 39a; the passage is not found in H. but is in CevdeL Paşa's Tarif!, III, p. 185. 
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perfect dervish - in the mem·orandum the pasha is often referred to as 'the 
sheik'. He had taken the path of the Halvetiye order, following the guidance·of 
Mı$nüd Efendi at the Ta.I9.yeciler Mosque in Y efii Bab.çe, Istanbul. He became 
the sheik's !J.a.life and later received his crown and mantle. 114 In Anapa, the 
pasha cultivated an Anatelian mercenary, aptly called Derviş Muştafli, who sang 
songs for him accompanied on his s az. As 'lord of the night', the man had free 
access to the pasha' s quarters and spent the night in the company of night 
watchmen. He was paid for his work - the pasha once gave him ten para for a 
distich -and was given food and drink by the population. After the paslia's 
death, he wept for three days and nights, and died on the fourth. This, 
according to Haşim Efendi, was an other of the pasba' s miracles. 115 

Not long before he died, the pasha's wife, Meryem, gave birth to a 
daughter. Meryem's father, I:Iasan Aga, was informed and after three days 
Şapşil5: ttibesmen arrived with sheep, lambs, honey, drinks and so on. A lavish 
banquet was held and the father honoured by the pasha with gifts of silver, 
leather, textile and other precious things -these in turn were distributed among 
his tribesmen. The daughter, however, soon died. This steeped the pasha in 
grief. 116 This grief added to his tribulations. What saddened him most was the 
growing distrust in Istanbul. Although he had given everything he had for the 
benefit of the state, some statesmen in the capital had turned against him when 
he did not send them the expected presents and slaves, and begrudged him the 
4000 to 5000 kfse akçe he had been granted between 1195 [1780-1] and 1199 
[1 784-5] for paying the salari es of his 150,000 warriors and for funding the 

114 

115 

116 

L, f. 53b; the passage is not found in H, but it was used for the epilogue only found in 
this manuscript, cf. below. At least part of this information was given to Haşim Efendi 
by the pasha's wife ('she told me same of her secrets') when her husband's lay dylng. 

L, ff.53b-54b; H, ff. 61a*-b*. 

L, ff. 54b-55a; H, ff. 53a-54a H adds that the pasha had little profit from his position 
as son-in-law of a Circassian chief: the tribesmen remained tree-worshippers, and their 
Islam was !ike that of the Gypsies: mixing their religious rituals with those of 
Christians and others; they went no further than confırming that Islam was good and 
Moscow bad. Ina further paragraph on his biography, Haşim Efendi writes that I;lasan 
Aga had embraced and adopted a Muslim name, and had alsa leamed to read, write and 
had studied the principles of Islam. During one lesson, he asked his teaeber whether he 
would be able to see or hear Gad in Mecca, and later performed the pilgrimage with his 
böca. Upon his return, however, he went on worshipping trees and performing heathen 
rituals, H, ff. 54a-b. 
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inevitable gifts. They had also suggested to the Sultan that he might well come 
to Istanbul and topple the government. He had had enough and in early Şevval 
1199 [7-16 August 1785], he summoned builders and indicated to themaspot 
at the entrance to the mosque in the fortress where ~e wished his mausoleum 
[türbe] to be built. He also hadavalgiye document drawn up for the foundation 
of two mosques with personuel and made Haşim Efendi write a letter to the 
Porte, infarıning it of his expected demise, to be sent off the next day w ith the 
grand vizier' s footman. When the pasha told his companian s that he wished 
two distichs to be written as an inscription on his mausoleum, they burst out in 
tears. 

The mausoleum was built in a day and the pasha, his intimates and his 
wife spent the night in it, and continued to remain there on the fallawing forty 
nights. At dawn the pasha took leave of his friends and called for the surgeon to 
draw blood. 117 At the third time, the flow stopped. The following two days the 
pasha spent calling God's name and arranging his affairs. On the fourth, the 
pasha announced that the end was nigh. He took leave of imams and other 
dignitaries, and Şatır I:Iüseyn Efendi was instructed to see to daily affairs until 
the next warden had arrived. He was alsa told to settle his accounts: among 
them debts to an amount of eight kise, and to take care of his legacy. 118 The 
official correspondence was to be sent to Istanbul in a sealed qox. Thereupon, a 
prayer rug was laid out, the pasha was placed onto it, and, repeating the name 
of Gad, he passed away, the final word lıüve. on his lips. The shattered and 
wailing widow remained in the mausoleum for three days until, on the fourth, 
Gad, at her request, let her pass away too. 119 

5.4. The Last Years 

When news reached the Porte that the pasha had died, 'Acaralı Bicanoglı 
'Ali Beşe was appointed as his successor. He had been a janissary, had been 

117 By then, the mother of a certain ljalil ·Efendi of the Crimea had seen in a dream that the 
pasha w as struck by heavert - her husband interpreted this as an instruction to sacrifice a 
spotless black ram on hls doorstep - no such a ram could be found however. 

118 

119 

It consisted of the crown and ro be i~erited from_ his sheik- these were given to Derviş 
Muş~ara - a Koran, 'one or two' books on mysticism, and some coins: rwo altnuşlıks 
an esedi kuruş anda Venetian ducat f!aldız altun]. · 

L, ff. 55b-58a; H, rr: 57a*-6lb*. 
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dismissed and made himself governor of Faş [Poti] after he had his predecessor 
killed. Soon he had'to flee and went to Istanbul with a few stolen slaves, where 
he established himselfas a slave trader. He was known for his egotism and 
deceit. He ingratiate!i himself in government circles by giving.away male and 
female slaves. After he bad heard about the vacancy in the slave market, he was 
ab le to obtain the wardensbip of Anapa from the grand vizier, Yüsuf Paşa. 1.20 

He arrived tbere on 12 Mul:zarrem 1200 (15 November 1785). He instantly 
estranged the companions of the Iate pasba by refusing to pay tbem a decent 
salary. When they informed him that they used to receive 25 kuruş every three 
months, be told them that for that sum he could employ a man for a year. 
Depressed, most men resigned and left the town with their families. When he 
approached Haşim Efendi and asked him to s tay on as secretary, the Jatter 
refused after be was asked to tamper with the books, noting down expenses but 
omitting revenue. Back in Istanbul, the author noticed that letters were arriving 
from Anapa in which the population complained that the new pasha tried to rob 
them of their slaves. When they carne to kill him, he fled disguised in woman's 
clothes and found refuge in the mountains. 121 

The next warden was İpekliziide Muştafıi Paşa, who was appointed at his 
own request. A former regimental commander [bölükbaşı] of the Anatolian 
brigand, IS:açiioglı, be had been appointed governor of Çorum.122 He was a 
shrewd politician. Soon after the appointment, an intirnate of the Iate 'Ali Paşa, 
a resident of Çorum, put Haşim Efendi forward as a candidate secretary. 
Summoned to the Porte, his patron Ebübekir Efendi persuaded him ~o take. the 
job (cf. also above). Haşim Efendi agreed, on condition that he provided him 
with the necessary gifts. When the author approached the harbour of Anapa, it 
was clear that the new pasha had not yet arrived and that the town lay under 
siege of tribesmen. He was able to arrange a truce with an envoy of the 
Circassians, who had set their minds on presents of furs and cloaks. Soon 

120 This is impossible: (~oca) Yüsuf Paşa only became grand vizier on 24 Rebi'iilevvel 
1200 (25 Januay ı 786); before that be w as a court official and, from 1 ı 99 (1785), vizier 
and govemor of the Morea (Peloponnese), cf. SO, pp. 1698-9. He was twice grand 
vizier anddiedin 1215 (1800). 

ı 2 ı L, ff. 58b-59b; H, ff. 6lb*-62a*. In the same year he was ex.iled to Sinop (cf. below), 
but later he succeeded in getting appointed govemor in Trabzon, and, again, in Faş. He 
diedin 1212 (1797), cf. SO, p. 281. 

122 This is not mentionedin SO, cf. p. 1197. 
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afterwards the pasba arrived. Haşim Efendi went to greet him on board his 
ship, but then discovered to his dismay that the new warden was accompanied 
by three officials, inherited from Bicanoglı, and twelve mi sera b le s·ailors. 123 

The author was able to conduct the pasha to the fortress in a small boat, and 
tbere bomage was paid to 'Ali Paşa' s tomb. Meanwhile, janissaries, who were 
paid one to two g~ld coins each, were secretly conducted on board of the ship 
in order to make it appear as if nothing irregular had happened. Grateful for this 
successful strategy, the pasha declared Haşim Efendi his brothei: and vowed to 
protect him forever afterwards. Soon afterwards, Muşıata Pasa was able 'to 
preside over his first council meeting, where he declared to be a partisan of the 
Iate 'Ali Paşa. This greatly pleased those present. 124 

One of his first measures was to get rid of Bicanoglı and his retinue, 
among them nine men from his country of origin, Ad.zharia. A janissary officer 
was sent to him and told him that it was safe to return to Anapa. This be did 
and, having arrived there, be was given documents wbich cleared him of li:llY 
misconduct and even announced his promcition to the rank of vizier with one 
horsetail, although, as Haşim Pasa adds, he deserved execution. Furnished 
with these papers, he could be persuaded to embark on a ship loaded with 
gunpowder, nails and copper which lay ready in the harbour and was destined 
for Sinop. Giving a summary judgement of both men, Haşim Efendi praises 
Muştara PaŞa for his efficiency. He had been bom in the village of İpek near 
Çorum and Iater bad the support both Gazi Ijasan Paşa 125 and Yüsuf Paşa, who 
had him appointed warden of Adals:al'esi (Adakale). 126 After the war with 

123 The text in L, f. 60b:17-20, rather enigmatically, reads: 'gördüm-ki bu hiçtireniiii 
Bicanoğlından iiç adam ziyiidesiyle on iki adam çıpla~ adam ile geldigine ... '; re ndered by 
Gökçe, Kafkasya, p. ı30, as: 'biçare da~ i Bican Oğlu'ndan iiç adını [=adam] fazla 
olarak, o [=on] iki çıplak adamıyle gelmiş'. This version was clearly copied from 
Tari!J-i Cevdet m. p. 195:3-4. H, f. 62b*: 5-6, only has: 'ke~alik silil:uliir ve çu~iir ve 
bazinedar on iiç nefer adamlar-ile mükemmel ~pusı ile geliib d ura vardür.' 

ı24 L, ff. 59b-6ıa; H, ff. 62a*-b*. 

ı25 The admiral became deputy grand vizier in ı 199 (1785) and grıınd vizier in ı203 (1789); 
he died some months later, in 1204 (1789), SO, pp. 638-9. 

ı 26 Apart from this, he w as appointed governor of Trabzon w ith the rank of vizier in ı20 ı 
(ı786-7), cf. SO, p. I ı97. 
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Russia he was, however, stripped of his vizierate and exiled to Bursa. 127 In 
Anapa he was able to reconcile its inhabitants with the tribesmen outside the 
town and thus restored order. By distributing presents, he could also arrange 
further marriages between local Muslims and Circassian and Tatar girls. 128 

Meanwhile disturbing news had been coming from Istanbul: conflicts and 
bloody confrontations with the Russians were on th~ increase. A group of 
Tatars had moved into Daghestan to plunder and ralds were conducted across 
the Kuban by combined Tatar-Circassian forces who had asked assistance from 
the Porte. Muşta!a Paşa read out the letters in his council and the local garrison 
was kept on the alert. An auxiliary force was mobilised is Istanbul, but the 
approaching winter made shipping and the expedition to Anapa irnpossible. The 
erisis was exacerbated when a successful raid was undertaken against Ye~l'e 
[the most eastern port town of the Crimea, opposite Taman] by a group of 
brigands, and booty brought to Anapa.129 

An Ottoman force did eventually arrive-in Anapa: 700 men, aboard two 
galleons, uiıder the command of Köse Muştara Paşa. 130 This only rnade matters 
worse: ignoring the sensitivities of the tribesmen, the smail army moved into 
the countryside, where· the soldiers were kidnapped by the locals and bad to be 
liberated by anather army of 500 men under Giresunlı ]Jalidzade_ They came 
back, bereft of dothes and weapons. The garrison in Anapa, fearing that the 
enemy would appear at the gates at any moment, sent a courier, Selanikli 
Nu 'man Beg, to Istanbul with a report, asking for military support. Contrary 
winds, however, drove the ship back from the Bosphorus. Eventually it had to 
dock in Amasra, where the local elders, complaining about their lack of powder 
and ammunition, requested the courier to petition the Porte for it on their bebalf. 
This proved to be impossible, at least for the time being. The garrison's fear 
was not unfounded, and Anapa was attacked three times. The troops stood 

127 This was sornerime after 1207 (1792-3); later, in 1213 (1798-9), he was appointed 
governor of Hanya (Khania) and restored to the vizierate; wounded and made prisoner by 
Napoleon's army in Egypt, he diedin Damietta 1215 (1800), ibidem_ 

128 L, ff. 61a-b; H, f. 62b*-
129 L, ff_ 62a-63b- the chapter is not found in H_ 
130 He was a commander [başbuğ] of the Black Sea Reet and later became warden of Anapa 

(in 1206/1791-2), SO, PP- 1201-2. The expedition took place in 1202 (1787), cf. 
Uzunçarsılı, Osmanlı Tarihi, IV, p. 582. 
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powerless and the infidels, in a final bombardment, set the town on fire. The 
town bumt down and most men perished. Muştafii. Paşa and his men were 
captured and the storerooms in the fortress were plundered. 131 In alater 
chapter, Haşim Efendi explains in more detail that the pasha fought on until the 
last possible moment when they were forced to give up. The pasha was taken 
prisoner and taken to the Crimea where he remained until the end of the war. 
After his returo be was made vizier with an ineome of 100 kuruş from the cizye 
revenue of Tokat- but was ordered to live in Sivas. This was in 1206 [1791-
21.ı3ı 

The the me of the decline and destruction of Ana pa i s elaborated in 
following chapters. Although the gazıs were able to kill more than 20,000 
Russians, the town, besieged three times, was taken and sacked, the troops and 
inhabitants, fearing the tribesmen, fled to the surraunding mountains, and even 
as far as Tarnan and the Crimea. In order to rebuild the town and bring home 
the refugees, the Porte decided to send an intelligent vizier, and cbose 
N~bzade Muş~afii. Paşa, who, as f?aşbug inAlgiers and Tunis in the past, had 
been able to capture nine Russian ships in the Mediterranean. He had been 
commander of the Black Sea Fleet during the years 1204-5 [1789-91]. Upon 
his arrival in Anapa, he set to work, rebuilding the toWıı and trying to rally the 
dispersed inhabitants. But even more urgent was the capture and execution of 
two blackguards and traitors '?'ho had caused much unrest among the tribes: 
'Acaralı Mei)med Beg133 and Erzurumh I:lafız Mei)med, known as the Emir 
I_(açU. The former, a beardless man, bad joined the army of Canikti 'Ali Paşa 
which had taken Yaluta [Yalta], and with the bope of gatbering booty, be had 
let himself be captured by the Russians and had joined the retinue of a Russian 
general. Fallawing the general in the Crimea and Kabarda, he befriended 
Nogay Tatars and Abkhasians. He began to trade ·in slaves w ith Istanbul and 
put himself forward as treasurer to Bicanoglı, with wbom he returned to 
Anapa. In Istanbul, he had mixed with govemment officials and suggested that 

131 L, ff. 63b-65a; H, ff. 62b*-63a*. H adds a descoption of the situation in 121 I (1796-7), 
when the smail garrtson, bereft of money and provisions, and suffering from the severe 
winter cold, sold their weapons for wood; those who did nQt freeze to death were exiled 
to Anatolia; this would never have happened had FeraJ:ı 'Ali Paşa stili been alive! 

132 L, ff. 69a-b; the chapter is not found in H. 
133 Setter known as ~utayıslı MeiJmed Beg, cf. Gökçe, Kafkasya, pp. 151, 155. 
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he could bind the Kabardians to the Porte if they appointed him ruler of the 
province. By alleging that he had an order from the Porte for his execution if he 
did not move, be blackmailed Bana! :Şüseyn Paşa, then military commander at 
Anapa, into embarking on his fateful expedition into Kabarda which !ed to his 
surrender to the Rus~ians. 134 In this way, he was always scheming and trying 
to draw money from the Treasury under false pretences, on one occasion 
through some of his slaves who were not aware what they were doing. When 
Haşim Efendi met the man who called himself Mel.ınıed Beg in Bahçel.<apusı, he 
made it clear to him that he would not lie about these matters if queried by 
efendis of the Porte. 

The other traitor was a man from Tazegül near Erzurum, who as a 
religious student had become involved in a fight with some janissaries, killing 
some of them. He w as ab le to escape to Anatolia and Rumelia, but fearing that 
he would be found out, be boarded an Abkhasian ship to Sogucal$:, trying to 
learn as much as possible ab out the custo~s and laws of that people during the 
journey. He became ff\ends with members of one of the tribes, married a local 
gir!, and made his fortune by seliing them talismans in the form of pieces of 
paper with script on them, or rather exehanging these for cattle. This had been 
forbidden by the Iate Ferai:ı 'Ali Paşa, and had he been alive, he would have 
stopped this. The man made common cause with the aforementioned 
Adzharian, thus becoming his partner in mischievous intriguing. But the men 
were captured and executed. Afterwards, one of their followers sent a letter to 
Istanbul and complained that the two men, a governor and ·a cadi, and frieods of 
Abad Beg, had been killed - by an Arıneoian executioner to boot - without an 
order from Istanbul. The warden, Muşçafa. Paşa, was disrnissed, his standard 
and horsetait taken from him, and he was exiled to İstanköy [Kos]. 135 Finally, 
'Oşrnan Paşa, a "former governor of Kocaeli was appointed warden of Anapa 

134 This was in 1204-5 (1790), cf. Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Tarilıi IV. pp. 583-4. He was a 
grandson of Canikli 'Ali Paşa. After Russian mediation, he was rehabilitated in 1213 
(1798-9), and appointed vizier and govemor of Trabzon. He d.ied in 1215 (1801), cf. SO, 
pp. 718-9. H adds that his troops returned to Anapa and boarded three ships; owing to 
bad weather, the ships sank and no one survived; for a more detailed account of the 
events, see Gökçe, Kafkasya, pp. 154-62. 

135 L, ff. 66b-69a; H, ff. 63a*-65b*; this event apparently took place in 1211 (1796), cf. 
Gökçe, Kafkasya, pp. 183-4. 
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with the rank of vizier. 136 Şatır I:Iuseyn Aga, the former coınmissary-general 
under Feral,ı 'Ali Paşa, who knew the country •. was appointed his proxy in 
order to make matters easier. When, upon ~val, the pasha's men were 
disappointed in their profits, the agha, suspected of laziness, was sent back to 
Istanbul. After a Jetter to the Porte, 'he was exiled to Sinop for a few moİıths. 137 

5.5. Digressions 

So far the cbronological narrative of the events, at least those relevant in 
the eyes of the author. But the memorandum offers more than a traditional 
political and military history. Evenin the first chapter which discusses what I 
have called the preliminaries, the reader encounters a fascinating aspect of 
Haşim Efendi' s work: his keen interest in the manners, custol'D:s and language 
of the 'wild mountain dwellers'. The work contains a great many remarks, 
asides and even separate chapters on geographical, ethnographic and linguistic 
phenomena. As many Ottoman writers, HaŞim Efendi was- this must already 
have become clear from the summary so far - alsa interested in biographies, and 
the memorandum also includes a · fe w autobiographical passages, often 
anecdotical. 

5.5.1. Geography and Ethnography 

In the first sentences of the memorandum, which are essentially 
describing political developments, Haşim Efendi indicates the geographical 
backdrop to his narrative. First there is the Crimea, of w hi ch he writes: · 

136 

137 

" .. .it lies opposite the isiand of Tarnan in the straits of the Sea of 

Azak [Azov] at the extrernity of the Black Sea and is 750 rniles in 

circumference. It is also known as the Green Isiand and it allows 

ingress from the continent through a place called Orl.<apusı 

[Perekop] ... On the aforementioned isiand of the Crimea there were 

40,000 mosques, that is, it was full of as many quarters and a great 

This was also 1211 (1796). At the same time, he became govemor of Ankara and 
Kayseri , cf. SO, p. 1301; Gökçe, Kafkasya, p. 184. 

L, f. 69b; H, f. 65b*. 
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abundance of communities. It was attractive and close to the heart for 
its Iavishly producing scholars and sweet [şirin] 138 ·princes ... " 139 

; 

449 

In a following sentence, the author directs his attention - as were the 
politicians in Istanbul at the beginning of the narrative - to Circassia, which is 
characterised thus: 

138 

139 

140 

" ... [it should be noted that it takes] a hundred hours by sea from 
the port of the fortress of Sohum on the shore of Anatolia to the 
I.<ızılçaş Straits beneath the plain of Cemti 140 w hi ch Ii es on the 

Anatolian si de of the Ri ver Kuban that marks the Islami c border, and 
going from there upwards along the River Kuban and reaching the 
slope of Mount Elbrus, [it takes another] hundred hours to a place 

called J:Iacciler Castle 141
- thi.s place is opposite Kabarda -; to arrive 

[back] in Sohum from the aforementioned mountain slope and from 
the slopes of enormous mountains that are an efficient barrier 
between the provinces ofLezgi142 and Abkhasia, thanks to the power 
of God, may His name be exalted, [it takes another] hlindred hours, 
[so] it is [in all] a three hundred hour triangle. In this pleasant land 
there live and reside the Abkhasians who were essentially fathered 

and dispersed by, and descended from two ancestors called J.(oylı 
and Şaydı, as well as the Abazek, 143 Circassians and Natuoac144 

lt was also the name of an important Tatar clan. See for Crimean scholars: Barbara 

Kellner-Heinkele, 'Crimean Tatar and Nogay Scholars of the ısth Century', in Michael 
Kemper, Anke von Kilgelgen & Dmitriy Yermakov, Muslim Cııltıtre iıı Russia and 

Cemral Asiafromthe llfh to the Early 2oflı Ceııturies, Berlin ı996, pp. 279-96. 

L, ff. ı ı b-12a; H, ff. Ob- la. 

From anather passage in the text (cf. above), it is clear that this was a smail peninsula 
in the estuary of the River Kuban. 

141 A stronghold on the River Kuban, cf. above . . 
142 A place mentionedin Fahrettin Kırzıoğlu, Osmanlılar'ın Kafkas-elleri'ni fethi (1451-

1590), Ankara 1976, p. 261. 
143 A marginal gloss in L it is explained that the name should actually be s pe lt 'Abazebş', 

f. 69b; probably identical with the Abzakh, who lived in central Circassia, cf. 
Jaimoukha, The Circassians, p. ı9 . 

144 Probably identical with the Nartkhuaj, who lived in north-westem Circassia, cf. 
Jaimoukha, The CircassiallS, p. 19. 
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who, old men and boys aside, comprise 80,000 warriors and 
fighters with helmets on theiı; heads and dotbed in mail, wild 
mountain-dwellers, bereft of discernmeot, not able to distingnish 
between unbelief and Islam, but brave like Sam, Rustam and 
Nariman. They have familiar ties with and are mixed with the Tatirs 
by proximity because they share the ancestry of the, by origin, 
Chingizid sultans, who were therefore their foster-fathers, but 
because they had not been held in respect by the courtesy of marriage 
and there had not been appointed and sent governors and officers 
[among them] by the Ottoman state, the latter did not know that there 
were [such] men on the earth other than Tatars ... "145 

In the following, not much space is dedicated to geographical features, 
altbough there are a few sbort descriptions of curiosities. Among them are the 
volcanic remains of the 'ash hills' ofTaman, compared to chimneys ofhel1;146 

the sea horses of the Sea of Azak;147 anda frightening cave man fetteredin the 
mountains near I;Iaccller Castle.148 One seetion is devoted to living creatures, 
plants, fruits and vegetables. Haşim Efendi mentions wild men (on Mount 
Elbruz); box trees (used for timber) which grew near Sohum; cornelian cherries 
and wild apples (in the mountains); and half-breed horses and foxes (on the 
coast of the Sea of Azak). In the region of Çupsun near Solıum grapes (for 
wine and arak) and tobacco were grown. Rarely, stinging-nettle and-Chinese 
rhubarb [at f(ulagı] were found on the market of Anapa. Most vegetables 
grçıwn in the area were exported to Istanbul. In Tarnan a rich crop of melons 

. 149 
was harvested from wlıich pekmez was cooked. 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

L, f. 12b; H, ff. 1a-2b. 

L, ff. 37b-38a; not found in H. There are twenty-fıve mud· .oıcanoes-on the peninsula, 
cf. 'Taman' Peninsula'. in: Great Soviet Encyclopedia Vol. 25, New York & London, 
ı 976. One of them seems to have erupted on 24 February ı 794, cf. the map by the 
Dutch rear-admiral, J. van Woensel, Kaart van lıet Namv tıtsseıı de Zwarte eıı de 
Azovsclıe Zee ete. in Leiden University Library, Port. 178 No. llS. 

L. ff. 48a-b; not found in H. 

L, ff.65b-66b; H, ff. S5b-S7a*. 

L, ff. 48a-b; H, f. 47a. 
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There is more about the inbabitants of the region. Towards the en d of his 
work, Haşim Efendi gives a summary of what he had teamed about the 
mountain tribes. Again mentioning the three main groups and their legendary 
ancestors, he writes that their leaders, unlike for instance Ottoman military 
cômmanders, belong to a hereditary nobility. 150 They are headstrong but 
intelligent, straightforward and loyal. Men do not . norınally let their beards 
grow, not even when they are old. The young pay "respect to their eldei:s and 
serve them like slaves. They do not usually kill each other or show hostility to 
one an other, and do not fight each other. They ten d to stick to their custom s and 
have done so for centuries. They cultivate tobacco plants near their houses and 
seli the leaves for 25 para each. But they are indolent in every way and grow 
only what they need themselves. Their character is like that of the Arabs. Their 
dothes are all alike and there are no rich or poor among them. Friends cannot 
say no to each other and can take w hat they want from one an other. If they are 
in need, they take sheep, animals and slaves from the Russians. Stealing is 
bravery for them. They do not fear the Russians. One Alıkhasian is able to 
enslave ten Nogay Tatars reputed to be a brave people. They do not show 
hostility to their slaves and do not hurt them but keep them to be served by them 
and give them dothes and food. They tend to give back more than they receive. 
They would be very useful servan ts for the Porte. 151 Same of these themes 
recur in other parts of the memorandum, where we fınd descriptions of habits 
of eating and drinking, the behaviour of women and glrls, the exchange of 
presents and hospitability. The Circassian tribes with which the Ottomans came 
into closest contact and tried to become related to through marriage, were those 
of the Şapş~, sametimes alsa spelled Şapşib or Şapşig. A marginal gloss in the 
Leiden manuscript connects the name of the tribe with that of ari ver, Şapşin, 

ıso In a marginal gloss in L, it is explained that among the Ankhasians and Circassians 
there are three ranks: beg (highest), özden (middle) and fıt(cağı (lowest: foot soldiers); 
begs were particular to Circassians, whereas among the Atkhasians and Abazeks the 
özden occupied the highest rank, f. l 9b; see also the gloss on f. 45a, which explains 
that Abkhasians of the ran k of özden, eve n if they married daughters of a Circassian beg, 
could not become begs themselves. In anather gloss by the same reader, it is explained 
that the word !tt/sağı is related to the word fufsav, which means 'comman people', 
followed by the particle ğı, which means 'horse', L, f. 13a. 

ISI L, ff. 69b-70b. This chapter is not found in H. 
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on one bank of which this people lived. 152 They were said to be descendants of 
the legendary ~aylı, 153 elsewhere namedas an ancestor of the Abkhasians (cf. 
quotation above). 154 

A striking aspect of the social culture of the tribes, one ·with which 
foreighers, including the Ottomans, were immediately confronted was that of 
host-guest and master-slave relationships. If a foreigner travelling unprotected 
in Circassia did not find a host, he ran the almost inevitable risk of being 
enslaved. Haşim Efendi discusses the first phenomenon, '~onu/s.lu/s.', in a 
separate chapter. Rules canceming hospitability were elaborate. They consisted 
of uttering polite phrases when meeting and taking Jeave of a host/guest, and 
this was accompanied by exehanging caps and a long ride together; the 
exchange of lavish presents, including clothes, slaves and horses, irrespective 
of whether one could afford the expense or not; and sbaring gifts with one' s 
friends. Hosts had to do their utrİıost to satisfy their guests, whether they were 
poor or rich, a prince or a beggar, but guests should not exaggerate their 
demandsfor food, and the preparation of a ebieken head.is more than enough 
for a poor host. At nigbt, the host should remain awake and ready to pay 
attention to the needs of the guest, and he should not sit down in the presence 
of his guest. When the guest has nothing left to bestow on the host, it is time 
for him to leave. 155 

Slavery was not a phenomenon restrieted to foreigners. The tribespeople 
could also consider members of their own group slaves, enslave them, seli 
themor give them away as gifts. Ina chapter onadultery and sodomy, Haşim 
Efendi explains that although women were visible in publie and present, most 
conspicuously at festive banquets, and although boys and girls were allawed to . 
hold hands and even spend some time together in a separate room, a boy should 

152 
153 
154 

L, f. l6a. 

L, f. 1~a. 

Reading through the memorandum, one gets the impression that the various ethnic 
groups were not always distinguished too precisely, or sametimes not at all, by the 
author. 

155 L, ff. 45b-47a. This chapter is not found in H. 
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not soil the honour of a gir I. 156 If this happened, stiff penalties bad to be paid, a 
forced marriage could follow, or culprits, inciurling family members, could be 
sold off even for paltry sums as slaves in markets or to sea captains calling at 
Circassian ports. This accounted for the export of 400 to 500 male and female 
slaves each year. In order to avoid such trouble, the practice of sodomy was 
widespread. Another phenomenon conceming close relationships ·was that of 
'besleme' whereby a young man offers himselfto a tribal leader and is accepted 
as a son. If such an adopted son was captured by robbers, the adopted father 
might buy him back by offering two of his daugbters instead. The Canboy lu!.< 
tribe of Tatars also sold their sons; widowers and orphans who were regarded 
as property by the tribal leader. It is well known, Haşim Efendi continues, that 
most men who come to the well-protected Iands are proud of the fact that they 
were either sold or given away. About 200 slaves changed hands every year in 
compensation for men who had been killed. Daughters' marriages were 
arranged between the families concemed. Spouses saw each other for the first 
time under a treeandin the presence of the father-in-law, upon which rituals of 
flight, acceptance or abduction followed. 15~' · 

The ttibesmen were fond of feasts and banquets, which could be grand 
affairs lasting for three days and nigbts, with thousands of guests, and were 
accompanied by the firing of guns, singing and dancing. Food consisted mostly 
of lamb, beef and pasta, a bread-Iike pastry baked with water but without salt. 
Drinks included arak and boza. Vegetables were not considered edible. 
Banquets could be part of a religious ritual. such as concluding a month of 
fasting. Some of the religious rituals they adhered to were clearly Islamic in 
origin. Through their close relationship with the Crimean Tatars, among whom 
the Circassians used to send their sons to be educated, they had soine notian of 
Islam but were ignorant of pure Islam, the Koran and clvil.ised customs 
[edebiyat] in general, Haşim Efendi commented. On 'aşura [10 Muharrem] they 
used to distribute sweet soup containing vegetables to ten neighbours and 
nativity poems [mevlidii n-nebi] were read to therTı by !Jöcas from Taman. 

156 

157 

According to Haşim Efendi, Circassia.n girls were found attractive by Ottoman soldiers; 
in order to prevent fattening after their seventh year, they were restrained by a beit 
around their middle, were put on a diet and had to sleep on straw covered with their 
clothes; they imitated the hairdo of elega.nt Istanbul girls, L, ff. 22b-23a. 

L, ff. 49b-52b; H, ff. 48b-5lb. 
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Although they were generally aware of the duty of worship, some of these 
people ate forbidden rneat, worshipped .. trees, red eggs and other objects, and 
others celebrated 'şavşurulf.', sorne sort of Christmas, each year, when they, 
together with their brethren, enjoy a copious meal in honour of their prophet 
called Bit. 158 The tribespeople firmly believed in trees. Sornewhere between 
Sogucal,< and Sohum there was a big oak tree. lt was used for magical practices, 
such as begging for good luck before raids and for good weather. Once a year a 
c~w carne down ~e mountains offering itself for sacrifice at the tree. Its blood 
was reputed to heal the sick and revive the dead. Such practices in favour of 
general well-being and a good harvest also took place around deputy trees near 
tbeir houses. In all, thirty-three tree gods were worshipped, but only women 
could do that- H~şim Efendi found this illogical and unreasonable. 159 Belief in 
magic was rife -I have alıeady referred to talismans - and prognostication with 
the help of horse-beans [bafda fiili] and shoulder blades [fiil-i ketf] had been 
adopted from the Tatars and slaves froın Turkestan. 160 

5.5.2. The Languages of the Tribesmen 

All through the memorandum, Haşim Efendi inserts words and phrases 
from locallanguages, including Circassian and, allegedly, Tatar Turkish- we 
have already come across various examples. 161 The following items have not 
yet been mentioned: 162 

158 

159 

160 

161 

I62 

L, ff. 23a-26a; H, ff. 14a-16b. 

L, ff. 52b-53b; H, ff. 5lb-52b. 

H, f. 56b; this passage is not found in L. 

Evliya Çelebi did something similar; his trave1ogue also contains brief inventories of 
words and sentences in the Tatar, Nogay, Circassian and 'Kalmık' languages, cf. Yücel 
Dağlı, Seyit Ali Kahraman & Robert Dankoff, Evliyô. Çelebi Seyhatnamesi. Topkapı 
Sarayı Kiitiiplıanesi Bağdaı 308 Numaralı Yazmamıı Traııskripsiyomı - Dizini, Vol. 7 
[hereafıer ECS], Istanbul 2003, pp. 244-5, 271 , 290, 330. Some of the items, found in 
the Seyti(ıalluinıe, are also found in the memorandum, cf. the footnotes below. 

With a few exceptions, these items are written in red ink. with long vowels and/or 
diacritical marks in the original; some of the words and phrases occur more than once. I 
am obliged to Slava Chirikba of Leiden University for information on some of the 
recognizably Circassian items that follow. 
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164 

165 

166 
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!Juşa bu faga bu = welcome (words with which the Ottomans were 
welcomed by local men in SogucaJ.<)163 

şağray = an agent164 

((ış ((ın~ = by word of mouth (said of the spreading of news)165 

misiyan = Circassian girls166 

varade varade = words uttered by Circassian girls af a banquet167 

!Jura(n) = exelamation uttered by Christians168 

tamata (?) = pıiesthood169 
l;ıa~uş{aş ve veşible = (first) words spoken by a priest waming his 

cangregation to repent170 

şavlca = giftı7ı 
fapşu = banquet172 

baçapa (?) = a barge used for piracy on the coast of Çupsun 173 

Translated in the text itself as 'hoş geldiıliz şafti geldiniz', L, f. 16a; H, f. 4b. 

L, f. 17a; the word is not found in H. A marginal gloss in L, ibidem, explains that the 
term meant aman with a goodmemory, chosen by a tribe to accompany an eınlssary so 
that the tatter would not be able to give a fal se report. 

L, f. l9b; H, f. 8b; Nogay-Turkish for 'shout', 'clamour', cf. N.A. Baskakova, ed., 
Nogaycko-Russkiy Slovar' [NRS), Moscow 1963, p. 204. 

L, f. 20a; H, f. 9a. 
167 Ibidem; these words were also noted by Evliya Çelebi, cf. Güneş, Çerkezistaıı Notları, 

p. 53; the words are used for refrains bu ı have no specific meaning. 
168 

169 

170 

H, f. 9a; not in L. 

L, f. 20a; H, f. 9a; the first vowel is not indicated in the text; translated as 'papazlıl::' in 
the text; the word literal Iy means 'elders' in Circassian. 

L, f. 20a; H, ff. 9a-b; he expressian is followed by this explanation, most fully in H: 
'ya 'ni ey bende-i *l!mir ii yıldırım ve ey gtijilaıı-i f:ıicab-alıid şimdiki-l;ıalde böyle 
gerekdür [ deyii] *aribii .z-zamau agah olub nadinı ii pişnuin ... olu b ... • Shible was the 
Circassian god of the thunderbold. 

171 L, f. 20a; the word is omitted in H; 'savga' or 'savkat' in Nogay-Turkish, cf. NRS, p. 
281. 

172 H, f. 14b; translated as 'ziyafet': the word does not occur in L. 
173 L, f. 26b; H, 17a; first syllable not vocalised; explained in L as: · ... ma 'ıme şeklinde 

be-Iii omıırğa yigirmi beş arşım ~ddında !J .. çapa ta 'bir olunur lf.ayı*lar ... ' 
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174 

J.aifut = envoy174 

/sar! = old man 175 

yaş = young man 176 
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/sab başab =they are going to kill [us] 177 

. d 1 t 178 tımıac = ragoman, trans a or 

ötiirük = a lie 179 

Allaha ba/sasız tobtasız piidişiih Rusya ile yaraşmışdur = for the love of 
God, sit down, the Sultan and Russia have made peace (a phrase 
to be said by an Ottoman agent to Tatars in order to keep them 
from fighting Russians) 180 

. d 181 
pıçen = ry grass 

gumul = fermented dough 182 

L, f. 27a; H, f. 17b. 
175 H, f. 19b; ıhe word does not occur in L; Tatar- and Nogay-Turkish, cf. Tatarsko

Russ/.:yi S/ovar' , Academy of Science of the Soviet Union, Moscow 1966 [TRS], p. 
236; NRS, p. 151; see also EÇS, p. 244; cf. Gerard Clauson, An Eıymological 
Dictionary of Pre-Tlıirteenth-Century Turkish, Oxford 1972, p. 647 . . 

176 L, f. 29a; H, f. 20b; Tatar-Turkish, cf. TRS, p. 721. 
177 L, f. 32b; expressian not (ound In H; the text in L quotes the· words of mothers 

frightening their children by saying: 'Tiirk geliyor ~ab l)aşab ya 'ni {«rtl eder deyii !Javfa 
tti bi' o/ub ... ' 

178 

179 

180 

H, f. 36a; the word does not occur in L; the word is obviously a contaıninated form of 
'tılmaç', wnich occurs in Chagatay and Kipchak, cf. Clauson, Dictionary, p. 500. 

J-, f. 40a; the word is not found in H; Nogay-Turkish, cf. NRS, p. 263; Clauson, 
Dictionary, p. 66. 

L, f. 4la; not found in H; translated in L as 'A//a/ıı severseii otllrasız ptidiştilı Rusya ile 
barışmışdur'; the verb 'to!Jta-' means 'to stop', 'to wait', is of Karaile origin, and occurs 
in some Anatelian dialects today, cf. Baruch Podolsky, A Greek Tarar-Englislı Glossary, 
Wiesbaden 1985, p. 24; Derleme Sözliiğii X, Türk Dil Kurumu, Ankara 1978, p. 3945; 
the verb 'yaraşmal/ is used in Tatar- and Nogay-Turkish, cf. TRS; p. 714; NRS, p. 
462, .and in Ottoman Turkish with the slightly different meaning of 'to harmonise'. 

181 L, f. 42a; not found in H. 
182 L, f. 43b; not found in H; it occurs as 'gomil' in EÇS, p. 290, a Öreassian word 

indicaling 'a type of food', see al so below; the basic meaning is 'provisions', 'victuals'. 
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tal~an = fermented dough mixed with honey183 

tikilit paşamı =the pasha's secretary184 

!pıp = Circassian 1aw185 

457 

Haşim Efendi alsa has a brief excursus on Circassian names: these 
consisted of the syllable 'J:ıa', which meant 'dog', 186 followed by epithets, 
creating compounds like J:ıap~ ('big dog'), J:ıapra~ ('lucky dog'), J:ıapic ('curly 
dog'), J:ıajun ('hunting dog') and J:ıavcu ('sharp dog'). These were as soan as 
possible changed in to more acceptable ones like Mel)med, 'Ali, I;lasan and 
I;lüseyn. 187 

Apart from incidental items, the memorandum alsa contains a list of 
expressions and words, as the heading states, taken from the language of the 
tribes but mixed with Chagatay elernents. They are followed by Ottoman 
Turkish equiy_alents. (In fact, ~ost words are of Turkish origin.) They were 
used, according to the heading preceding it, in orders [buyruldı] and council 
certifıcates [divan ıepceresi]. 188 Only a fevJ of them are completely vocalised. 
Some of these items are alsa found in the running text of the memorandurn. 
They are (in alphabetical order) - items marked w ith an asterisk .are only found 
in the Topkapı MS: 189 

asi özban = a benünı efendim (my dear sir) 
Allaha ba~ = Allô.Jıı sev (love Gad) 

183 lbidem; not found in H; Tatar-Turkish, 'oat flower', cf. NRS, p. 512; cf. EÇS, p. 144; 
Clauson, Dictio~ıary, p. 496. 

184 L, f. 47b; not found in H. 
185 1bidem; not found in H. 
186 Cf. L. Loewe, Dictionary of tlıe Circassian Language, London 1854, p. cxv. In some 

traditional societies, ili-sounding or an imal, especially do gs', n ames are given to 
children in order to deceive evil demons, cf. Alexander Haggerty Krappe, Tlıe Science of 
Folk-lore, London 1930, p. 223. (I arn indebted to Laban Kaptein for this reference.) 

187 The Circassian narnes only occur in H, f. 16b- the last item is only found in Cevdet 
P~a. Tiirib III, p. 149. 

188 L, f. 29a; H, f. 20b; the heading in H states that they were 'Tatar words'. 
189 Two items are illegible and without equivalent. 
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alaşa = biirgfr, esb (horse)
190 

arug* (?)191 =güzel* (beautiful) 

bala= oguZ (son)192 

beg = aşılzade (nobleman) 

börk = Jsalpals- (fur cap)
193 

cür* =git* (go) . 
çav = fes!J-i sulJ:ı ve 'adavet (breaking the peace and hostility) 

goltuz = yatalum (let us lay down) 

goncufi çiki = gömlegiiii Çı/sar (he takes off your shirt) 

gözgi* = iiyine* (mirror)
194 

Jsabals- (?)195 =!Jane ve mekiin (house and place)
196 

lsa ls-o= ta'tıl (come); gel* (come) 
J.(ara kişi= çengane (gypsy); J.(ıb! ve çengiineleri* (gypsies) 

/sarf= ı!Jtiyar (old)
197 

Is-ayfar =perişan et (scatter) 
198 . 

kiş= yay Jsabı (bow holder)
199 

190 Tatar -Turkish, cf. TRS, p. 31. 
191 First syllable not vocalised; 'arığ'= clean, occurs in Chagatay and other Turkish 

languages, cf. Clauson, Dictionary, p. 213; Janos Eckmann, Chagatay Manual, 
Bloomington 1966, p. 279. 

192 Tatar-Turkish, 'child', TRS, p. 54; the original meaning is • young bird', it occurs in 
Chagatay and Kipchak, cf. Clauson, Dictionary, p. 332. 

193 Word used both in Ottoman, Chagatay and Nogay-Turkish, cf. NRS, p. 87; Eckmann, 
Clıagatay Mamıal, p. 284; cf. EÇS, p. 244. 

194 'gözgii' in Ottoman Turldsh. 
195 First syllable not vocalised. 
196 'kabak'= 'mountain village' in Nogay-Turkish (cf. NRS, p. 139); 'tavem' in Tatar-

Turkish (cf. TRS, p. 196).· 
197 See previous section. 
198 Tatar-Turkish. cf. TRS, p. 212; basic meaning is 'to tum', 'to tum back'. cf. Clauson, 

Dictionary, p. 675; it also occurs in Chagatay and Kipchak. · 
199 'kiss' = 'purse' in Circassian, cf. Loewe, Dictionary, p. clx; 'keş'= quiver, occurs in 

Turkish Ianguages, cf. Clauson, Dictionary, p. 752. 
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fsufut =elçi (envoy)200 

f.<,ube = zirih (amıour) 

maju /.<.atı (?)wı = atiş ver (give fire) 

. - · (fi al ı )202 manye = canye em e s ave 

mıltıf.<, = tüfenk f.<,urşunı (rifle bullet)203 

muZe-de = 'avrat (woman) 

ne yaşar= ne yapar (w bat is be do~g?)204 

ne f.<,o =gelme (do not go) 

ofav = bayme* ve* çadır (tent)205 

459 

özden = kişizadeden aşağı (of Iower rank than a nobleman); çelebi* 
(gentleman)w6 

özüm* = bod ya 'nf kendüm * (myself)207 

pice = /.<,ız (girl, daughter)
208 

pisi /.<.alı (?)
209 = şu ver (give water) 

şadaf.<, (?)210 =yay (bow) 

sipiih = kişiziide (nobleman) 

200 See previous section. 
201 The second word not vocalised; 'mahı.wa'= fire in Circassian, cf. Loewe, Dicıionary, p. 

xxvii; 'ka!;'= 'bring', cf. Loewe, Dictionary, p. ix; it literal Iy means 'hither', 'this 
way'. 

202 lt also occurs in EÇS, p. 244, as aTatar-Turkish word meaning, 'woman', 'female 
slave'. 

203 Tatar- and Nogay-Turkish, meaning ' rifle', cf. TRS, p. 380; NRS, p. 230; the word 
also occurs in EÇS, p. 145, with the meaning of 'bullet'. 

204 Chagatay and Tatar-Turkish, cf. Eckmann, Chagaıay Mamıal, p. 323; TRS, p. 717. 
205 Nogay-Turkish, cf. NRS, p. 253. 
206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

Cf. above. 

Cf. Eckmann, Clıagatay Mamıal, p. 307. 

'psahsey'= 'girl' in Circassian, cf. Loewe, Dicıionary, p. xxxi. 

The second word not vocalised; 'psi'= 'water' in Circassian, cf. Loewe, Dicıionary, p. 
lxxxiv, 'ka!;' = 'bring'. ibi dem, p. ix. EÇS, p. 290, has 'ka'. 

First syllable not vocalised; 'zaglıan dak'= 'bow'in Circassian, Loewe, Dicıionary, p. 
vii i; the word is of Mangolian origin and means 'quiver', cf. Clauson, Dicıionary, p. 
752. 
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talama~= gaşb etmek (to confiscate)21 1 

tam~= şahid (witness)212 

tapşı =ziyafet cem'iyeti (banquet gathering)213 

tas togulğa* =baş tacı* (crown) 
tikilit* = kiitib efendi* (Mr Secretary) 

ton= libas (clothesl14 

tobta = otur (sit down)
215 

tu~gı = ~ııl ve cariyeden fıiişıl olub her fs.abile derünında olanlar (those 
being the 

off-spring of slaves and found in every tribe); fs.ul ve earlyeden ıuhür 
eden* (someone originating from slaves)216 

yabşi = eyii (good); güzel* (beautiful)217 

yaman= fena (bad)218 

yaraş = barışnıafs, (to make peace)219 

yaraşmış* =barışmış* (reconciled)220 

yaş= taze deli ~nlu (a fresh young man); cevan* (young man)221 

2 ı ı Tatar-Turkish, 'to pillage', cf. TRS, p. 51 1; it al so occurs in Chagatay and Ottoman 
Turkish, cf. Clauson, Dictioııary, p. 492. 

212 Word used both in Ottoman and Tatar-Turkish, cf. TRS, p. 515 
213 

214 
See previous section. 

Tatar-Turkish for .'fur coat', cf. Podolsky, Glossary, p. 24; Nogay-Turkish for 'coat', cf. 
NRS, p. 356; 'clothing' in Chagatay and Ottoman Turkish, cf. Eckmann, Clıagatay 
Maımal, p. 319. 

215 See previous section; the same form with the same meaning is also found in EÇS, p. 
244, as aTatar-Turkish word. 

216 Cf. above. 
217 Wordusedin Ottoman, Chagatay and Nogay-Turkish, cf. Eckmann, Clıagatay Maııual, 

p. 323; NRS, p. 473; see also EÇS, p. 244. 
218 It also occurs in EÇS, p. 244, as aTatar-Turkish word with the same meaning; cf. 

219 
Clauson, Dictioııary, p. 937. 

See the previous section. 
220 See the previous section. 
221 See the previous seclion. 
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The word list is followed by the text of an order canceming the 
construction of the fortress of Nogay, issued by Pera}). 'Ali Paşa, 
ina mixture of Ottoman and Chagatayffatar Turkish.222 Cevdet 
Paşa in his History added a word lise23 which contains the non
Ottarnan elemen ts - I include items not yet mentioned: 

fsabal;clanna salındı =yol verildi (they were dismissedi24 

Jsatigan (?)225 = tofımaf!. (to become frozen) 
tiş (cu lı = {lşarudaki firf!.a (flank regiment) 

!ogan ve çuvu~ (?i26 =büyük ve kilçuk (old and young) 

!~btamaf!. = tevaf!.(cufve iiriim etmek (to stop and rest)227 

The document shows that the Ottoman authorities made some effort to 
adapt themselves to the linguistic environment of their Caucasian outposts, and 
that by doing so, the Chancellery personnel had to leam at least a few words 
unfamiliar to them. To w hat extent this effort pıay have been initiated by Haşim 
Efendi or to what extent the Tatar dragoman, Kirli Metırned Aga, who was in 
the employ of the Ottornans (cf. above), was involved, we do not lrnow. The 
inclusion of foreign words and a detailed glossary shows, anyway, that the 
author was interested in the local languages, as he was in the strange customs 
of the tribesmen. 

5.5.3. Autobiography 

Thanks to a number of autobiographical passages in the memorandum - I 
have already referred to some of them in passing - we also know that Haşim 
Efendi's sociallife was not restricted to a smail circle offellow-Ottomans in and 
around his offices in Soguc~ and Ana pa, but that ·he went out and became 
acquainted with, and even made frien.ds of, some local people. Although Haşim 
Efendi does not inform us about his family - Ottoman writers hardly ever did 

222 L, ff. 29a-b; H, ff. 20b-21a; for the histoncal context, cf. above. 
223 Tari{; III, p. 323 
224 Literally: 'they were let off to their places', cf. al so the previous seclion. 
225 First syllable not vocalised. 
226 First syllable in last word not vocalised. 
227 cr. above. 
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that - we are informed about some details of his household. From more than 
one passage we learn that be was a slave-owner. He even possessed 'numerous 
male and female slaves', afthough he was too poof- 'for five years I was 
unable to lay my hands on gold or silver' - to give them new clothes.228 He was 
not so poor, however, that he · was not able to have a coffeehouse, two 
pavilions anda bathbouse with two cupolas built in Anapa.229 At least one 
slave, as said above, was given to him by Feral) 'Ali Paşa: a young ('smooth
faced') Russian soldier who had given himself up in l:lacciler Castle. Haşim 
Efendi felt sorry for the young man and allowed him to visit his mother, the 
Russian border being only four hours' travel away. Iınpressed by the 
supernatural power of the Imam Manşür, the young man subsequently 
converted to Islam. Consequently, he was no longer put into chains every night 
but, while putting his band ona register [defter],230 had to swear loyalty to his 
master in the presence of the dragoman?31 

Haşim Efendi became friends with at least one Iocal chief, the 
aforementioned Zalioglı Mel)med 9iray Beg, who lived in a village one and a 
half hours away from Anapa. (He was related to the family of the Crimean 
khans through his wife who had become a sister by adoption of the last khan' s 
daughter.) Ke~ping up the friendship also meant becoming involved in 
complicated patterns of gift exchange. One of the annual visits to the author 
was, as he explains in a separate chapter, preceded by an exchange of presents: 
Haşim Efendi sent a bali of flowered Aleppan textile w hile the peg, in order to 
reward him for his hospitality, was expected to give him a slave girl offive and 
a half span - value was traditionally expressed in length only, as the author 
explains. When Haşim Efendi sent aman to fetch the slave, it ap peared she was 
not available, having been given away to a friend who had come first. Instead, 
Haşim Efendi was offered, on loım, his wife, his daughter and a Cossack slave 
belonging to a relation, ~ Göz Sultan. After lengthy negotiations involving 
Ferai:ı 'Ali Paşa anda group of the tribe's elders, the transaction was deemed 
illegal according to local law and in the end Haşim Efendi obtained the slave he 

228 H, f . lOa; the passage does not occur in L. 
229 H, f. 20b; the passage does not occur in L. 
230 H: on the book of God. 
231 L, ff. 35a-b; H, f. 35a-b. 
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had expected to receive?32 Haşim Efendi was on quite intimate terms with his 
patron, Feral) 'Ali Paşa. Once, after having shared a meal with him and a 
footman had removed the coffee cups, the autbor, as be writes in a separate 
chapter, left the pasba, who, ruminating on his approaching death, bad fallen 
silent after having told him some anecdotes. When the guards had found out 
that 'Ali Paşa had been left alone, panic struck and one of the men grabbed the 
autbor by his collar, threatening to kill him with his sword. He was only 
absolved after he had sworn never to leave the pas~a alone again. lt became 
clear to him then that there was always a risk thataTarnan Tatar, a recently 
converted ttibesman or Russian could try to murder the pasha.233 

5.6. Co~opbons 

Perhaps in an effort to counter the bleak prospect for the Ottomans on the 
north-eastem shore of the Black Sea and persuade the Porte that it ınight not be 
too Iate, Haşim Efendi concluded his book in the draft Leiden manuscript with a 
piece of advice to the Sultan. The chapter f~ called 'A summary of how to rule 
the aforementioned tribes' .234 At least a part of the text was that of a 
roemorandum sent to Istanbul by Feral) 'Ali Paşa, begging support for his 
policies. In the past the latter had only been granted the province of Trabzon by 
the Porte, although he had asked for the dispatch of the alay begleri of Sivas, 
Erzurum and Trabzon to Anapa in order to reinforce the garrison there. This 
meant that only 150 feudatories from that province (instead of the requested 300 
to 400) with their retinue .found their way to Anapa. But because they were 
given new uniforms, had built up the place, founded households and regularly 
participated in council meetings, it was clear to observers from the outside that 
they were there to stay, and this made the them tremble. In order to turn these 
brave Turks into an effective force, they oeeded to be trained, preferably in the 
company of their slaves. They should not be tempted to go into trading and lose 
capital. More funds were therefore needed and it ~ould b~ a good thing if the 
pas ha were given the province of Kütahya and the feudal revenue [arpalı~] and 
soldiery of Canik and Trabzon as ·well. The arrival of these men, h orsemen and 

232 L, ff. 47a-48a; H, ff. 45b-46b. 
233 L, ff. 44a-b; the chapter is not found in H. 
234 L, ff. 70b-71 b. 
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gunners, with banners unfurled and on many ships would make an impression 
on the tribes.-It would also increase the revenue of tithes and open the road to 
Daghestan, so that the tribes would be subjected and their country part of the 
well-protected lands. If war were to break out with Russia, it could be 
overcome by both the regular army and its allies in th~ c .aucasus. 

· For w hat exact reason this seetion w as inserted at the en d of the Leiden 
manuscript is unclear, but it was ornitted from the neat (Topkapı) manuscript. 
Instead, a more conventional epilogue ending in a proper colophon was put into 
it.235 In it, the exploits of Haşim Efendi's patron, the Iate Feral) 'Ali Paşa, are 
summarised. He was of Georgian origin and in his youth, seeking knowledge 
and wisdom, he joined the company of the ijalvetiye Sheik, 1:1aılpnüd Efendi. 
He took the oath and became his servant, adapting the pen-name of FercıQ. 
Later he became private secretary [mülır-diir] ofl.(oca 'Abdi Paşa;236 Deputy 
Govemor [~ii 'im-ma[ciim] and Govemor of Rumelia; and warden [mutıafiı] of 
Soguca~ w ith the ·ran k of vizier. Within five years he was ab le to subject the 
tribes and build a great port and frontier town, Anapa. Unfortunately, however, 
despite his reliable and statesman-like service to the State, he was not trusted by 
some men who thought ili of him. Buton his death the only thing he left behind 

. ·.was a fe w -coins. The pasha' s fame stands out even more cl early, Haşim Efendi 
concludes, compared to the calamities that befell Anapa at the hands of 
Bicanoglı, ijalidoglı, İpeklic;glı, Şatır I:Iüseyn Aga, KÖse MUş!afa Paşa and 
others, deseribed earlier: ·His great deeds are well docomented in the writings of 
a .clerk of the Divan andt.at present, Major of Istanbul [şehr emini], Cavid 
Al:ııried Beg, and these, ·consulted after he had asked for them, were 
incorponı:ted.and corrınlented upon by Haşim Efendi in this memorandum (cf. 
also above). . · 

6. Language and Style 

So far we have discussed the contents of the memorandum. As said 
above, tlle text is. not only interesting because of its content, but also for its 
peculiar codic<?lbgical background. Because we are in the possession of two . . 

235 H,.ff. 65b*-66a*. 
236 St; tesman and govemor of a great number of provinces, d. 1204 (1789-90), SO, pp. 53-

4. 
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autographs, or near-autographs, and a third version in ·an edition by an 
outstanding histarian of a fallawing generation, we are able to obtain a rare 
insigbt into how a traditional prose text was coniposed and transformed at the 
hands of its author, in our case a bureaucrat of more than average skill and 
learning. It also allows us 'to interpret it, as it were, through the eyes of anather 
outstanding intellectual of a fallawing generatian which had begun to leave the 
path· of traditional inşa and actively participated in the policies of reform. 

When the language and s tyle of memorandum in the Leiden and Istanbul 
manuscript versions are cornpared where thaUs-meaningful (in most passages 
the texts are too different), it can roughly be said that in the Istanbul text the 
author tried to raise the level of the prose style of the draft to a full-fledged 
rhymed prose, including the full panoply of Arabic quotations, and Persian and 
Turkish verses, which are lacking in the draft. In order to give some·idea of 
how this pocess worked, I will analyse one passage. I w.ill also quote the same 
passage from Cevdet Paşa' s History, which, in all probabilJty, did not follow 
the text of what now probably is the Medina manuscript in all details and 

1 

adapted the phrasing to the more modem standards of his time. It deseribes a 
re bellion among a group of mercenary troops, yama!ciin, who w ere lodged in· 
the fortress of Soguca~ and could no langer bear the poverty, boredom and·~·· 

isolation of the Ottoman outpost probably when the first w i n ter set in.· The · 
chapter is beaded: 'The execution of the mercenaries', and in Ce~det Paşa' s 
History: 'Sedition and rebellion among the soldiers'. The.opening senience- I 
have omitted about a half of it - in the Leiden manuscript (eads as follows in 
transcription237 (f. 2lb)- wordsin bold indicate that they ·~e shareö i~ one ~r 
two of the other quoted version s: 

237 

hengiim-ı şitii ta~arrüb edüb . 
Sogıca[c laft.ı ta 'birine muvaffa/f. menba ''-i. bürlidet-{ şitii 
ve 1 askeri m iyanında vii/f.ı 1 olan inti.fii 1 

dabı ticaretden 'ibiiret ve menhiyiit u hevii 

.. . 

Unless otherwise indicated in the script, I add vocaİisation ·conservatively, t~at is, 
according to the rules ofpre-modem Ottoman Turkish; in some words.we fınd divergent 
spellings, as in oldıgı (insıead of oldııgı) or 'omrimiı. (instead of 'oiııriimiiı:),, written 
with plene yii in the second syllable, or modem olmadığım (insteacf of olnıadııguıı), 
with plene yii in the third syllable. 
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vu lıevese ru!Jşat olmadığmdan 
derünlarında bulunan şerr-pişeler mu!Jtarlarını ya 'ni baş 

eskilerini iğfal 
ve diinyadan birün a!Jiret-mişali 
senede bir kerre eger mu!Jalefet-i rüzgar ile bir sefine geliir 

ise 
dar u diyarumuz ve diyar-i islamdan belki !Jaber-dar 

olabiliyoruz 
şu danyada 'ömrtımiiz oldulsca bir lolsma nan lsısmetümiiz 

saye-veş lsanda gider isek 
biziim ile beraber gidiib 'inayet-i ~alsls ile buluruz 
bu veziriin sayesinde miiddet-i vafireden-berü !Jıımet-kar 

olu b 
yolına can u baş feda edab 
semmür u sincab ve atlas u diba 
ile miilebbes olan 
pir ü cevan 
ağalar miişar ileyhiin laf u giiıaftna i'tilsad u iman ediib 
a!Jiret hevesi-yle 'uryan 
ve cigerlerin piryan 
eylediikieri 
kemal-i ~amalsatlarındandur 
[. .. ] 
heman ittifalsan sila~umuzı alub limanda merbüt iki lsıt'a 

tombaz sefinelerini zabt ve irkab u fekk-i leııger edüb 
!Jurüc ve deryaya çılsdıgumuzda 
elbet rüzgar bizleri semt-i selamete reside eder [. .. ] 
hevamuzı buluruz deyii birbirierin iğfal eylediikierini 
(capu !Jallsz miişar ileyhe i!Jbar 
ve der- 'alsab sefineleriin diimen yekeleri a!Jı olzınma~ ferman 

· olundı 

In the Topkapı manuscript, we find the fallawing text (ff. 1 la-b): 

hengam-ı şita takarriib ediib 
altı malı 'alem-i dünyadaıı ya'ni İstanbul ve Anafolı ve Rum elinden 

murg-ı bölii-pervaz da!Jı gelüb gitmek nıubal 
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ve ciinib-i deryii mesdüd oldıgındaıı gayri 
herren da!:Jz iltikiıb meşa~~-i fari~ ile yol bulub 
neciit u relüıya meciil olmadığını 
ve dtıd ıt sitiid da!:Jı sef{ıyinüii amed ii refti ile oldıgı 
ve hevii-yi nefsemiyere bir vech-ile ru'fı~at olmayub · 
şey!:Je muviifa~ta mubtiic oldıgı 
şerr-pişegiin-z yeiiiçeriyiin baş eskileri birbirierin i8fiil 
ve dtınyiidan birün iibiret-mişiil . 

467 

senede bir kerre muhalefet-i rüzgar ile bir sefine geltır ise 
diir u diyiirumuz ve diyar-ı islamdan belki baber-dar 

olabiliyoruz 
şu danyada 'ömrimiz oldu~ca bir lo~ma niin-z 'aziz ~ısmettımtız 

siiye-veş ~anda isek · 
andadur 
bu vezirtıii sayesinde bı~met-kar olub 
ug rı na can u baş fe d ii 
ve sincab u semmür ve atlas u dibii 
ile mtılebbes olan 
agayiiıı 

milşiir ileyhan liif u gtı~iifına firifte va i' ti~iid u iman 
abiret hevesi-yle 'uryiin 
ve cigerlerin piryan 
eylediikieri 
mecmü'ınuiift~diin-ı 'afJ.l u hüş 
ve 'fıamii~atlarındandur 
[. .. ] 
hemiin bi-1-ittifii~ siliil;ılanub 
limanda merbüf iki ~ıt'a tombaz sefinelerini iabt u irkiib 
ve deryaya burüc 
ve elbet rüzgar semt-i selamete reside eder [ ... ] 
nii'il-i ma~şüd u meriim oluruz de"1ü ittifii~ eylediikierini 
vufJ.üfi olan J.cavviişiin ve s ii' ir tebdiliin milşiirün il ey he ta/.crir ii i!:Jbiir 

eyledtıklerinde 
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der- 'atab sefinelerüii dümen yek'eleri afg ve [ ... tefhim 
olunub ... ] 

Cevdet Pasa quoted the text as follows (pp. 144-5): 

hengam-ı şita geliib 
~iiten nıev[d' dabz menba '-i bürüdet olma~ l:ıasebi-yle Soğucat 

ta' biriniiii ma'niisznünuiyiin oldzgına 
ve menhiyata dabı ru!Jşat olmayub 
'askeri beyninde eglence ve ~azanc yalnız ticaretden 'ibaret 

bzdwıdığma binii'eıı ba'z-i ser-pişeler mu!Jtarlarını ya 'ni 
baş eskilerini. iğfal 

etmege başlamışlar. 

şöyle ki: dünyö.dan lJiiric a!Jiret-mişiili böyle bir ma/:ıall-i tengniika 
senede bir kerre eger /sa(iiirii mu!Jalefet-i lıavii ile bir sefine 

buralara dilşer ise 
dar u diyarumuzdaıı belki !Jaber alabilecegiz 
şu dünyada 'ömrümüz oldutea bir lotma nan tısmetümüz 

saye-veş tanda gider isek 
bizilm ile beraber gidüb 'inayet-i hatt ile buluruz 
bu paşaya mUddet-i vafireden-berü !Jidmet-kar olub-da 
yolına can u baş feda e de n 
bir ta/sım pir ü ceviin 
semmür u sincab ve atlas u diba 
ile mülebbes iken 
anun laf u güıafına i 'tikad u iman edüb 
aldanar~ 

a!Jiret h'evesi-yle 'uryan 
ve cigerlerin piryan 
etmeleri 
kemal-i lıamatatlarındandur 
[. .. ] 
heman bi-1-ittifat silalılarumuzı alub ve limanda merbut iki 

tıt'a tombaz sefinelerini i ab! ile süvar olub deryaya 
çıtdıgumuzda 

elbette rüzgar bizi semt-i selamete işiil eder [ ... ] 
hevamuzı bulub giden'iz deyü birbirierin iğfal eyledüklerini 
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gedüklüler {Uyub paşaya i!Jbiir eyledüklerinde 
der-/:ıiil gemilerün dümen ve yekelerinüii alınmasını enır edüb [ ... ] 

The translation of this passage in the Leiden ~anuscript is as follows: 

'The winter season approached and because Soguca}$: was a source for the 
coldness of winter inaccordance to what the word 'soğuca~· means while the 
benefit that occurred among i ts soldiers consisted of trade but no allowance was 
made to [such] forbidden things or [their] lust and passions, the evil-doerl38 

who were amongst tbem began to deceive their headmen, namely their leading 
elders, saying: "We are able to receive news from our home country and the 
world of Islam perhaps only once a year if a ship arrives by a contrariness of 
the wind [to this] outlandish [place] like the hereafter. As long as we live in this 
world our lot, which is [but] a piece of bread, follows wherever we go like a 
shadow, and, with the grace of God, ~f: find it. It is due to their perfect folly 
that these aghas, y~ung· and old, dressed in sable, squirrel fur, satin and 
brocade, who have been serving underthis vizier [Feral) 'Ali Paşa] for such a 
long time, sacrifking heart and soul on his behalf, believe and put their faith in 
his idle words, going naked in [their] longing for the other world and grilling 
their livers [i.e. suffering greatly] in the process ... When, by mutual consent, 
we take o ur weapons, . grab and board the two barges that lay tied in .the 
harbour, cut the anchors, go away and take to the sea, the wind will surely 
bring us to safe quarters and we will find fulfilment of our desire." The officials 
connected to the outer courts of the Imperial Gate reported to· the 
aforementioned one [the pashal how they thus had been seducing each other 
and immediately afterwards orders were given that the mdders [and] tillers of 
the ships be captured instantly.' 

(Here the sentence comes to an end in the Leiden version but in the two 
atlıers it goes on for a while. The mercenaries were stopped by force. When 
they turned against the pasha and his retinue, some of them were shot dead. 
Afterwards, nine rebels and an innocent bystander were found guilty and 
executed.) 

238 
The word şerr-pişe (and in Cevdet Pasa's text ser-pişe) is not, il seems, documented in 
any dictionary. 
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If we cornpare the Istanbul text with the Leiden version, we see that the 
author, after the fust short clause, changed the text considerably. In translation 
this passage would result in: 

'The winter season approached and because for six months it would be 
impossible for high-flying birds to corne from the nether world, that is, from 
Istanbul, Anatolia and Rumelia, and go again, and apart from the fact that the 
sea was barred, with the ravines in the road there was no course for escape and 
salvation by riding overland. Moreover, huying and selling was only possible 
when ships came and there was no permission of any kind of carnal passions, 
canforming to their religious elder being necessary, the evil-doers among the 
Janissaries, began to seduce the leading elders and each other .. .' 

One gets the impression that the passage was not so much altered h~re in 
order to raise the level of complexity in the rhymed prose - both variations are 
rich in rhyme and assonance-as to make the text more literary, including the 
imagery of flying birds, saiting ships and difficult journeying by !and, or, on 
the other hand, rnore succinct. Variations in the part of the sentence that follows 
but is not repeated here cancem details, likechoice of vocabulary, and do not 
change the basic meaning. In both versions the discourse held by the rebels is a 
striking literary artifice, which the author kept intact in the polisbed version. A 
substantial addition in the Topkapı MS, not found in the two other ver~ions, i~ 
found in a ciause that follows the first part of the quotation en.ding in 
'l:ıamii~atlarındandur:. Here. we read- the passage begins with an Arabic 
quotation: 

"'ed-dünya b ara m 'alii e/ıli l-ii[ıire ve l-öb-ire ]:ıariinı 'alii ehli d-diiııyii ve 

hiimii bariiman 'alö e h li Ilah" bizler zümre-i abiretden olnıayub ve f:liicci Bektaş 
Veli kiiciklerinden ve matifürlanndanuz' 

In translation: 

" 'This world is forbidden to the people of the other world and the other 
world is forbidden to the people of this world; both are forbidden to the people 
of Gad." W e do not belong to the party of the other world but to the children of 
Hajji Bektash Veli whose sins are forgiven.' 
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In the Istanbul version we find more of such passages that point to the 
reverence by the soldiery for the patron saint of the Janissaries and, by 
extension perhaps, of the Alevi indinations of the author. 

To returo to the philological detail~ of our fragment: the more sınall-scale 
variations found in the Topkapı version of the text are the following - the 
Leiden version precedes the Topkapı one: 

1 . a!Jireı-mişöli > a!Jiret-mişiil 
2. niin > niiıı-i 'azJz 

3. yolına > ugnna 

4. fedii edüb > fedii 

5. semmür ll sincab > sincab ll semmür 

6. plr ii ceviin ağalar > agayiin 

7. löfll giir.iifina i'ti(did u lmiin ediib > liifu gii?.iifinafirifte vii i'tilpüf 
u lmiin 

8. kemiil-i bamii~atlarmdandur > mecnıü 'muii fikdiin-i 'akl u lııiş 
/:uımti~tlanndandur 

9. itti/Cıkan silii(ıumuzı alub > bi-l-ittifii~ silablanub 

10. fekk-i lenger ediib !Jllrüc ve deryaya çı/sdllğımıuzda > deryaya 
!Junic ve 

ll. lıeviimuzı buluruz > n ii' il-i ma~üd u nıeriim olumz 

12. ~apu balkz > vuküfi olan ~vvaşan ve sa'ir tebdiliin 

13. i!Jbiir > ta~rlr ü i!Jbar 

Comparing the two versions, we find a tendence towards embellishment, 
a heightened level of learnedness and the addition of rare words or quotations, 
and also improved rhyme. The process of change was subtle, and in details 
difficult to fatbom by a modem reader, depending as it was on the literary taste 
of the author. To what extent this was fl conscious effort is unanswerable. 
Changing words sametimes went together with a slight change of content and 
this should again remind us how literary much of Ottoman historiography 
actually was and how cautious we should be in using such texts as treasure 
troves of facts. 

The types of changes discussed above are typical for the text as a whole. I 
will take the opportunity of giving a few more examples of this procedure of 
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embellishment. An element, not found in the passage analysed above, was the 
removal of common or more modern words and grammatical forms, replacing 
them by more recherche (Arabic and Persianite) ones. Thus we find: 

emr-i 'iili-şan (12b) >emr-i hümö:yün-i şevket-maf.min (lb) 

viiıerii ve mfr-i mfriin (13b) > viizerii-yi 'iziinı ve nıfr-i miran-i kiriim (2a) 

büyücek (14a) > kebfrce (2b) 

el degirmeni (14b) > deginnen-i dest (3a) 

bir /saç (14b) > çend (3a) 

hediye vemıek (14b) > 'a.tfye i'tiisı (3b) 

andan alub (!Sb)> mübö:ya'a (4a) 

beş valst (16a) > evJsiit-i bamse (Sa) 
ata (16b) > cevre (Sb) 
Isiimin üzere (17a) > fciiııün bas.tı-ylq. (6a) 

dileleat-i tö.mnz (19b) > di~fsat-i tömm u ihtimiiın (8b) 

Buton the other hand we find: 
mfrzii-yi şfrinanını (llb) >şirin mfrzalamıı (Ob) 

irkab-i merkeb (15a) > irkiib (3b) 

şöııfyen (16a) >ikinci (Sa) 
i'tibö.r u ikram (17b) > i'tibiir (6b) 

More teliing than these rather simple alterations is a long-winded 
etaboration like: 

irtikö.b-i dürüğ u zfnii vu liviitadan ğö:yetii L-ğö:ye (uı?,er ii miiciinebet 
eylemek (7b) 

('to do one' s utmost to be on the alert for and avoid committing perjury, 
adultery and sodomy') whereas the Leiden MS has: 

yalan söylememek ve zina vu livöta etmemek (18b) 

('not to telllies and not to commit adultery and sodomy') 

If we, finaJly, read the version found in Cevdet Pasa's History, we find a 
further adaptation of the text to w hat appears to be a more modern syntax and 
both simpler and more explicit (progressive}, less dense (regressive), language. 
Comparing his version with the Leiden text, which, iıs said above, it closely 
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resembles, we find that a few passages are rewritten altagether, althaugh key 
wards are maintained (but rhyme is abandaned). One finds the fallawing cases: 

ı. ta/sarriib edüb > gelüb 
2. Sogıcale laft.ı ta'blrine muva.ffafs. > Sogucale ta'blrinüii ma'nası 

nümtıyan oldıgına 

3. menba'-i bürüdet-i şita > r_aten mevlei' dafJ.ı menba'- i bürüdet 
olmale basebi-yle 

4. 'askeri miyanında > 'askeri beyninde 
5. intifa' > eglence ve l.cazanc 
6. ticaretden 'ibaret> ticaretden 'ibaret bulundıgına bina' en 
7. de rünlarında bulunan> ba' z-ı 
8. şerr-pişeler > ser-pişeler 
9. iğfal> iğfal etmege başlamışlar 
lO. ve dünyadan blrün a!Jiret-mişali > şöyle ki: dünyadan fJaric abiret-

mişali böyle bir maJ:uıll-i tengnaka 
ı ı. e ger> kazara 
ı2. mufJalefet-i rüzgar> mu[ıalefet-i hava 
13. gelür ise> buralara düşer ise 
ı4. dar u diyarumıızdan ve diyar-i islamdan > dö.r u diyarwnuzdan 
ı5. fJaber-dö.r olabiliyoruz > fJ.aber alabilecegiz 
ı6. bu vezirüii sayesinde> bu paşaya 
ı 7. feda edüb ... mülebbes olan pir ü c ev an >feda eden bir taleım pir ü 

cevan ... mülebbes ·iken 
ı8. müşar ileyhüii > anuii 
ı 9. iman edüb > imiin edüb aZdanarale 
20. piryaıı eyledükleri > piryan etmeleri 
21. ittifo/san > bi-1-ittif.al.c 
22. irkab ve fekk-i lenger edüb > süvar olub 
23. reside eder> işal eder 
24. hevamuzı buluruz > hevamuzz bulub giderüz 
25. fsapu balleı müşar ileyhe i!Jbar > gedükliiler {Uyub paşaya ifJbar 

eyledüklerinde 
26. der- 'al.cab > der-J:ı,al 

27. sefineleriiii > gemilerün 
28. yekeleri abı olunmak > yekelerinü11 alınmasını 
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29. femılin olımdı > emr edüb 

A number of Arabic and Persian loanwords and constructions containing 
~hese words are replaced by Turkish equivalents (1, 5, 16, 18, 27, 28) or by 
ınore cornmonly known loanwords (4, 7, 15, 23, 26, 29), some of them stili 
current taday. Here and there words are added to explain the often ambiguous 
or unclear ıneaning of a passage (2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 19, 24, 25). Soıne changes 
seern to be random, and do not make much of a change, and were clearly 
inspired, if at all, by the author's taste (ll , 12, 21). A change of meaning is, 
again, found in (25) where the palace officials (/sapu bal~ı)- who had become 
'govemment spies' (tebdfltin) in the Topkapı version- were finally replaced by 
the vague 'holders of a tenured position' (gediikliiler). Punctuation is also 
added, at least in the printed version. Same of the changes were meant to break 
down the long sentence and shorten the endless series of gerunds and participle 
constructions of the original (9)- in the Topkapı version, characteristically, we 
find the opposite. 

7. Conclusion 

Approaching the end of the es say, it is perhaps useful to s um up and 
evaluate what has been found so far. Cevdet Paşa, as we saw, characterised 
Haşim Efendi' s work asa 'treasure trove' that was unique in shedding light on 
an obscur~ episode of Ottoman history. In this he was undoubtedly right. As 
far as we know, there is no other narrative work that deals with the epfsode. 
Other sources include Ottoman arcbival docurnents, afew of which have been 
published,239 and reports and travelogues by contemporary Westem visitors.240 

An interesting figure in the last category is Taitbout de Marigny, who 
published a work on Circassia in 1836 and 1837?41 He bad been cansul for the 

239 See, e.g., Osmanlı Devleti ile Kafkasya, Türkistan ve Kırım Hanlıkları Arasmdaki 
Miinasebetlere Diiir Ar§iv Belgeleri ( 1687-1908 Yılları Arası), edited by the Directorale 
of State Archives of the Turkish Prime Minister's Office, Ankara 1992. Many more 
documents, including espianage reports and inventories of gifts, are to be found in the 
Başbakanlık Archives; these are presently deciphered and analysed by ZUbeyde Yağcı of 
Balıkesir University. Gökçe, Kafkasya, is partly based on Ott~man archival documents. 

240 S ome of these works are discussed in Erkan, Tarih Boyunca Kafkasya, pp. 33-7. 
241 The work was flrst published in French in Simferopol in 1836; an uncensored version 

in English appeared a year later in London with the title Three Voyages in tlıe Black Sea 
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Netherlands in Odessa, and visited Circassia in 1818 and 1823-4 in order to 
report to the Dutch govemment on trade opportunities. His observations date 
from a slightly later period, but it seems that not much had changed. What he 
has to say, in particular about local customs, confirms and partly overlaps the 
observations made by Haşim Efendi. He also mentions Circassian words and 
includes a word list in his work. The author clearly did not share Haşim 
Efendi' s optimism canceming the prospect oflslamisation and subjugation of 
the local tribes by the Porte. He thought that 'the Turks' did not even endeavour 
to subdue them, being satisfied with trade,242 and contented themselves with 
the possession of Anapa (that was in 1818)?43 Soguca~ ('Soudjouk-kale') was 
by then deserted, and not more than a 'heap of ruins' ?44 Anapa did not fare 
mlich better. The author, who was received by the local pasha in 1823, 
deseribes his quarters as 'a miserable barrack ... situated at the southern 
extremity of the fortress. In order to reach the hall of audience, I w as obliged to 
pass through a sort of corridor, narrow, muddy, and dark, at the end of which 
a curtain before a door was raised ... '245 The town was built in 1784 to protect 
the Tatars, who had taken refuge on the left bank of the Kuban, and the 
Nogays, living in that part of Circassia. It was also important for the Turks to 
preserve their former relations witb the Caucasus?46 The walls of the fortress 
were mounted by eighty-five brass pieces of different calibre, but 'it is 
impossible to form an idea of the IDiserabi e state of these batteries; it would be 
impossible for them to fire more that three or four shots' ?47 The author also 
presents some numbers: the population of the town, mostly of a mixed Turkish
Tatar-Circassian origin, did not comprise more than 2000 souls. They also 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

to tlıe Coast of Circassia: including Descriptions of the Port s and tlıe lmportance of 
Tlıeir Trade witlı Sketclıes of tlıe Manners, Customs, Religion &c. &c. of tlıe 
Circassians. In the following I refer to this edi tion. 

'The Turks alone ... have kept up commercial relations with [the Circassians] ... lt is [in 
Anapa] that they have established their market with the Circassians, of whom they 
receive boys and girls, com, wax, honey, hides, skins &c., in exchange for merchandise 
brought annually from Constantinople and Anatolia'. 

Tlıree Voyages, pp. 8-9. 

lbidem, p. 161. 

lbidem, p. 149. 

lbidem, p. 163. 

lbidem, pp. 166-7. 
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included a few Russian slaves and deserters, a few people from Central Asia as 
well as some poor Annenian and Greek traders. There were about 200 shops 
within i ts walls 'and as many cabins of wood'. The garrison was 400 men 
strong, 'same bad artillerymen and same armed peasants of Anatolia.' 'lt is 
amusing to see them strolling through the streets, knitting worsted stockings, 
and carrying their guns s lung by a ro pe behind their backs, • the author adds. 
The pasha wotıld surrender the place immediately at the first appearance of the 
Russians. There were some wells 'of bad brackish water, which is not drunk', 
drinking water being carried from a smail river nearby. The possession of 
Anapa was costly, and was not repaid by commerce. The pasha received 
130,000 piastres for himself and his suite plus the necessary presents which he 
was obliged to distribute for his own security. Customs brought in 15,000 to 
40,000 piastres, which sums were alsa assigned to him. Quarrels between 
Turks and Circassians were endemic.248 

In other sections of the book, Taitbout de Marigny, like Haşim Efendi, 
discusses various Circassian phenomena like hospitality (the protection system 
of host, • konak'- guest);249 eating habits ( mentioning the fermented flower of 
millet, komil,250 carried by Circassians with them when they travel);251 women 
(young gir ls mix w ith men and are admitted to all fetes; girls are kept young by 
having their breasts flattened with virginal corsets);252 marriage customs;253 the 
three-tiered class system (not characterised by a difference in dress and 
habits);254 the ubiquity of slaves (even children and relatives may besold as 
slaves, as punishment for example; girls often prefer life in a voluptuous 
Turkish harem);255 illiteracy;256 religion and the mixture of pagan, Christian and 

248 lbidem, pp. 167-9. 
249 Ibidem. pp. 9- lO. 
250 Probably identical with the ğımml mentioned by Hasim Efendi, cf. above. 
251 1bidem, p. 30. 
252 lbidem, pp. 35-6. 
253 Ibidem. 
254 lbidem, pp. 47-9; the author also mentioncs the terrn '11sdeııes' (the second class of 

nobility), which clearly corresponds with H:işim Efendi' s özden, cf. above. 
255 lbidem, p. 49. 
256 lbidem. pp. 7 1 -2. 
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Muslim rites;257 community of goods (Circassians sametimes give a rag so that 
they get a rich coat back);25

g and language (according to the Turks, the sounds 
of the language can only be imitated by shaking a sack filled with pebbles).259 

This s.ummary of this traveller's report alone shows that Haşim Efendi 
must have had many of the. facts about Circassia right. One should however be 
suspicious about details: our author easily tampered with archival docurnents 
for literary reasons, as we have seen above, and he is not very precise about the 
identity of certain histarical actors, !ike military units (see the text sample 
above), or numbers. These are often exaggerated: to suggest, for instance, that 
Şahin Giray or 'Ali Paşa had 150,000 or 200,000 troops at his disposal was 
clearly nonsense. (Elsewhere I have suggested large numbers be div~ded,. for 
instance of troops, occurring in Ottoman histories by a factor ten to be on the 
safe side.) They often are alsa contradictory if the Leiden manuscript is 
compared with the Topkapı one. Anather question is: did Haşim Efendi with 
his memorandum intend to present a precise histarical record, useful to later 
histarian s? Much of it reads like propaganda rather than a work of impartial 
leaming. This impression is enhanced by, what one usually indicates by the 
sornewhat elevated term 'paradigma', the intellectual rnind-set, from which a 
work like the memorandum originated. As seen above, Haş!Jn Efendi' s world 
picture was highly traditional. One aspect it shares with most other traditional 
Ottoman histories is the occurrence of fragriıents which modem historians 
would call legends,like the passageson 'Ali Paşa's gift of miraele working. 

As reg~ds power and politics, Haşim Efendi expressed the tradional 
ideology that the world was to be ruled by one caliph, preferably an Ottoman 
sultan. Before that could be realised, mankind remained divided into two main 
groups fighting each other: believers and unbelievers, and more generally: 
'good guys' and 'bad guys'. As in most works of traditional lslamic 
historiography, human history is understood to be particularly driven by ethics, 
by the actions of otherworldly leamed saints, noble warriors and just rulers on 
the one hand, and greedy wicked traitors, listening to the whisperings of the 
Devi!, on the other. There was not much room for subtlety here. The main 

257 lbidem, pp. 75-84. 
258 Jbidem, p. 93. 
259 lbidem. p. 191-2. 
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protagonist in the book, Feral) 'Ali Paşa, belongs to the first category, most of 
the others, from the treasonous Şahin Giray to the double-dealing slave traders 
Bicanoglı 'Ali Paşa and the Emir ~açU (all of them safely dead by the time of 
writing), to the second. The continual struggle against evi! was undertaken for 
the sake of the glorious Ottoman Empire, the 'Sublime State' and the Sultan 
(whose name, characteristically, is never mentioned). The propagandistic 
impression is bolstered even more by the occurrence of grandiloquent 
descriptions, more grandiloquent in the Istanbul version of the text than in the 
Leiden one, of military exercises, ceremonies of gift exchange, and public 
preaching and praying, de facto staged in order to im press, coax or frighten the 
local tribespeople. These descriptions also reinforce the literary aspect of the 
memorandum, which was perhaps not only written to make a good impression 
on the Sultan but, doubtless, also Haşim Efendi's fellow-literati. 

Thus the memorandum, like many works of Ottoman historiography, was 
to a large extent also a work of beltes letıres. Why, otherwise, would Haşim 
Efendi have bothered to rewrite his ori~~ draft, polishing the style and adding 
leamed Arabic phrases and poems? This literary effort apparently reaped little 
award. Th~ work remained rare and, as we h_ave seen, only two, perhaps three, 
copies have survived. Why was this so? W as it the exotism of the subject? W as 
it the literary. style? A modem Western reader who bothers to read the work 
might not find it a very good read: the work lacks a title; lacks a preface and 
introduction; lacks a transparent structure and a clear division in to chapters and 
sections; contains endless, obscurely constructed, sentences, often continuing 
for pages on end; contains repetitions and overlaps of all sorts; Iacks a clear 
time frame; consists of a chaotic amalgamation of genres and subjects; and, the 
work petering out at the end, lacks any sort of plot and a clear conclusion. 
(Much of this, for that matter, was amended by Cevdet Paşa in his Tiir!!J.) The 
taste of a modern Western reader, of course, cannot be taken asa eriterian for 
the reception of the work among Ottoman readers. Ottoman intellectuals of the 
period were used to read (or listen to) florid narrative !ike that found in the 
memorandum and at least some of the potential readers were exposed to similar 
texts in offices and institutes of leaming every day, at least until, say, 1850. 
(Whether they would read a work like the memorandum voluntarily intheir 
spare time we do not know.) By that year, the text mıist already have become 
illegible to most readers, of whom there could never have been many. (Hence 
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Cevdet Paşa's editing efforts.) The lack of literary success mayalsa have been 
caused by the message the book sent to the reader: it was to a large extent a 
monument erected for a rather obscure pasha, long dead, who was increasingly 
seen as an obnoxious rival in ruling circles of the Ottoman capital at the end of 
his life. By the time Haşim Efendi was writing, it seems that the Porte had 
alıeady more or less given up the outposts in Circassia which bad turned out to 
be indefensible against superior Russian forces in a hostile environrnenl The 
grand project of converting and subjecting the Tatars, Circassians, Abkhasians 
and other peoples of the Caucasus had come to nothing and the optimistic 
message of the book must alıeady have rung hollow by 1800. 


